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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In paralleling the growth and complexity of organi-

zations in scciety,,there has been an expansion of the duties.

and responsibilities of administrators in these organizations.

The chief administrator is sometimes responsible for decisions,

0

that ultimatey might mean his own and/or the organization's

success cr failure. These periods of critical deCision-

making are situations that involve crisis, These crisis

situations ha've becoMe a major concern of administrators and

involve scientific management approaches. Therefore, the

tasks inNcrisis m'a.nagement reauire :very special professional

as well as personal characteristics of administrators. These

professional and personal characteristics determine the be-.

-havior of the administrator in the crisis as well as the

outcome of the crisis:,

This is especially true of educational administrators

who are faced with crisis. They have a particularly important

function because it is through their leadership that youth

will become more socialized and educated. Educational ad-

ministratorS must haVe skills founded in scientific as well ,

as behavioral management. Although there are a variety of

educational :administrators to meet th'e needs of students at

r



all levels., the,superiaent of schools is the prime_educa-

-------
tional leadv" ir, the school system. He is the prime manager

"ythot most all other individuals are ultimately responsible.,

----- The present study relates to crisis situat-Lons and.

the superintendent's response to such tions. Crisis

management has become a daily task for the superintendent of

schools and .involve, a variety o- areas that concern adminiSr
.'.'

the school ystem. A crisis is:usuaily
,

tering \programs within

an occurrence that seems to come abbut unexpectedly and causes

the superintendent to devote a great deal of time.toi:ard its.

solutio.. Very o'ten, crisis inyblveS opposition io the sup-

erintendent's plan or standards. Mar6, superintendents are

placed in the position of crisis without being prepared for

it,,and some try to ignore.a crisis, which is almost impos-

sible.

The history of crisis administration can be traced

to the grbwth of business, the principle of competition and

the free enterprise system. In education, the history of

crisis began when social issues became the concern of college

-'nd university students. These inflLences of society gradu-

ally extended to the secondary and elementary schools. Stu-

dents and faculty, were aware and influenced by such things

as the Vietnam War, racism, drugs, and women's rights. Pres-

sure groups came to the surface demanding that_education and

educators change and participate in tife solution of these

social problems. For example, the
/.

level sought a relevant university

students at the university

sensitive to their problems.
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This was exhibited byithe organization of such groups as the

Students for a Democratic Society (S,D.S.).

The momentum, 'then, for society in crisis was evi-,

dent and education as a part of that society could not avoid

such crisis nor could educationaradministrators, The pattern

of occupying buildings had.been established in several schools

beginning with-the Bet.keley Free Speech Movement at the Uri-
.

verSity of California at Berkeley in 1964, After BerKeley

one of the most well - known. rebellions was at Columbia in the

spring of 1968 when students, occupied five university build-

ings for a week and caused the university to suspend normal.

: operations for the remainder of the semester. The charac-

teristics that the rebellions since C olumbia have had in

common are: occupation of baildings,, the involvement cf

community people, fighting police, and reluctance to nego-

tiate.

The prisis that began as a reaction te-societal prob-

lems were thought to be an interruption of the educational

process. Some administrators felt that the schools were be-

ing used by special interest groups to achieve their goals.

However, it was the students and faculties themselves who

were developing special inerests; and "the disruption" was

really aureaction" to society's representative,-the school

administration.

In response to those changes, the school adrgnistrator

at all levels had to change. He now assumed the position of

a "change agent" and "facilitator." His position called for

11
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the usaai amou.nt of p:e:oerwor'17, bmt/It now involved developin7

programs thatinvolved vital issubs concerning human beings

who had to meet the problems oi/ societye It also me:;nc that

the administrator had to devlop new methods to handle crises

\ that might occur. Also, these new methods provided for crises

which were concerned with'a variety of the aspects of the ad-
,

miniStrative position which he held.

\
In summary, /education has faced crisis much like other

:

social instItutions. It was brought into schools by people..
/

The emphasis played on crisis was more evident when student

disruptions occurred, but other forms of crisis were soon to

occur in school administration. The school administrator iS
1

. /

now aware/of crisis in the many facets of his positio Al-

though 'these
o
crises are often very different, they da ha e'

some'common aspects which can be considered. It is impor-
.

-4-nt to view the administrator in the light of the new crises

which he must face.

Statementof the Problem

The problem to which th3s study was directed is viewed

from two perspectives or levels, one general and one specific.

The general problem itself is multifaceted, and several of

these facets are related to the present research. This sec-

tion outlines the general problems which this study addressed,

and focuses on the specific problem of observing superinten-
,

dent response to thesecrises.

12
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While the. i)rosent study di6-not attempt to develop a

plan to solve edu ational.crises, it used four descriptions

of crises to form \a. basis for analyzing crisis .L"e

question of whether crisis could be Planned for or whether

various.prescriptions can be made to solve crises in educa-

tion is beyond the scope of this study. As the term was

fined, however, crisis management relates to some method or

,solutiglis to critical edAcational problems.

A more specific probleM for the study was the need to

establish realistic crisis situations in order to analyze
.

isuperintendent behavior. This was necessary in order to

provide'a context for the research and to study possible

links With related research in non-educational settings.
.

.
.

Also, t e review of the literature provided the necessary.
. ,

V

connections to crisis behavior and management in education.

The specific problem to which this study was directed

was the empirical determination of the relationships between

ch4racteriStics'of crisis and school administrators' read-

ton. The work of Rodriguez on crisisJmnageMent indicated

that some relationships exist between characteristics of

crisis and school administatorsi-reaction.1

The general problem of characteristics of crisis and

factors determining administrator response in crisis situations

1
John H. Rodriguez, "Superintendent Behavior in

Crisis Situations" (Ph. D. dissertation, Claremont Graduate
School, 1973), pp. 72-78.,

13
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were in-yestiEotea in this study, The descriptions of. crisis

were prepar"ed to place emphasis upon. certain Characteristics

of crisis and .to provide far measurement of superintendent

',response.

Purpose of the Study.

The basic objective of this study was to establish

relationships aboutschool administrators' behavior

Management as it relates to the various ahardate/ cs em-

phasized .in four crisis/s/ ituations. This objective o in-

cliedes drawing some imp4ications about the relationships

that are established concerning the behavior of school sup-

erintendents. The objective is'to generate some specific

principles to describe crisis.M'.Elnagement in educational ad-

ministration. At this tine, few such. principles exist to

guide the educational administrator, nor are there many

available in the management of crises by the superintendent

i
,of schools.- iAlso, t.is intended that the principles gener-

,

ated here will serve to guide i'uture research in more ex- \
perimental studies to be done in the future.

s

A corollary objective is to a40a-'the existing

meager research and literature pertai,hirig to_crisis situa-

tions in edUcation. Although there hasIbeen much written

about many types of crisesinvolving many other fields of

study, there has been very little written which directly

pertains to education. The literature on crisis includes

much About how it is defined in relation to a Particular



historical event or in other conzexts of adrinistration.

There is very little written about crisis in education.

Most of the literature in education on crisis concerns stu-

dent disruptions or general problem-solving.techniques which

are not pertinent to the present study. There is also little

attempt in the literature to define crisis for school super-

intendents or to view and describe the characteristics of

crises.

The present

"pothesis that there

the characteristics

those .crises. Also,

Hypotheses

research Nas directed to the major hy-

are significant, relationships between

of crises'and administrative response to

the following specifid. sub-hypotheseS:

were established, based on a review of'previous research

relating to crisis management:

(1) There'are statistically significant relation-
,

ships between the .a.MOunt of time perceived

available by superintendents to solve'crisis

and the degree to which they would contract

authority.

(2) There are statistidally-s,ignifican relation-

ships noetween the- amount of stress perceived

by superintendents and the degree to which

they use other resources.

15
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(3) There are stetistkcally significant relation-

ships between tIlP amount of uncertainty per-

ceived by superintendents and the degree to

which stress is. preSent.

(4) There are no statistically significant rela-

tionShips between the amount, of time pet=

ceived by superintendents and the degree

that they communicate.

(5) There are statistically ificant relation-

ships between the amount of stress perceived

by Superintendents and the degree that they

contract authority.

(6) There are statistically.- ificant relation-

ships between the amount of uncertainty per=

ceived by superintendents and the degree to

which they contract authority.

(7) There are statistically significant relation-

ships between the amount of seriousness per -

ceived by superintendents and the degree of

stress they experienced.

/
The above sub-hypotheses were tested by using appropriate

correlational analyses at the .05 significance level.

16



PersRective for the Study

Because crisis in education pertains to a variety of

individuals and situations, it was necessary: (1) to select .

a framework which specified the type of crisis to be con-

sidered, (2) to determine common characteristics of crisis,

(3) to relate educational'crisis to those found in other

fields, and (4)' to consider the implications Pf the findings

for the ideality in which the study was conducted as well as

to relate these implications to other settings.

The present study concerns educational administratiOn.

This includes all levels of school administration from gram-

ma school tc the graduate level. This'study may be related

to all levels, but its primary concern is with the administra-.

tion of elementary-, and secondax:y schools during periods or

situations involving crisis. The literature selected and re-

search undertaken was approached with this as the major con-
,

cern. Also,.crisis management was considered from the view-

point 'of the 6ducator, who faces crisis in real situations as

part of his job. More specifically, it is the administrator's
o

view of crisis and his behavior in such situations that is of

prime importance to this study: The literature and research

is viewed to complement the responges given by administrators

and to the crisis situations,presented'.

The focus on the aaministratOr in eduAtion had to

be narrowed. There are many administrators in the field of

17



educations These administrators nave a variety of e'xrci-

ences and training, and many have to deal with crises in

varying degrees. *At the elementary and secondary level, the

adMinistrator who is at the top .of the administrative hier-

archy is the school superintendent. He is faced with seri-

ous crises more frequently than other administrators. There-

fore, the superintendent of schools was chosen as the adminis-

trative type for the study.

The perspective for this study included an analysis

of the crises that superintendents have to face. -A classifi-

cation into areas of 'crisis such as curriculum crisis, per-t

nnel crisis, and student related crisis was needed in order

observe superintendent behavior when these crises situa-

ti ns occurred`. The study considered the behavior of super-

. rtrndents in describing crisis management, but it was cut -

side the scope of the present research to establish prescrip-

timlas for administrators to follow in cr4sis situa*q.ons.

Crisis management was viewed from the perspective

that-it is one of the duties and responsibilities of the

superintendent. Crisis was viewed as something which cannot

be avoided by the superintendent and a f het of his position

that has become part of his duti6s. Also, in .relation to

crisis, the corollary that superintendents must possess per-
.

sonal traits which allow them to maintain their composlAre

during crisis' situat/yOns was evident as part of this per-
.

ipective.

18
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Crisis was divided into areas involving such topics

as curriculum, student diSruption, personnel, and School=

committee relations. Descriptions of crises were constructed

with the intention of emphasizing their characteristics.

These characteristics were written from the perspective of

placing the superintendent in a position in which he would

have to respond to the crisis based upon the circumstances

given. The intentional emphasis on certain aspects of the

crisis in each of thee crisis situations provided respbnses

and behavior measurements of superintendents in Rhode Island

related to specific characteristics of the crisis or its

context.

Definitions

Administrators. This term refers to all those in any field

who hold positions of leadership and/or authority. More spe-

cifically in this study, it relates to the educational admin-

istrator who is responsible at various levels of education

for students. Usually, -these administrators in the field of

education have had some training and very definitely have de-

veloped some expertise in the field. Most states have certi-

fication requirements to maintain -high.standards in education,

and school administrators are not excluded from these require-

ments.

Administrator Response. This reefers to actions on the part

of the ,administrator which involve the decision-making pro-
.

cess. Th6se actions often result in consequences that are

19



the result of positive Cr negative decisions. It is these t

responses that reveal the administrator as a change agent as

well as a stabilizer. In this research, an administrator's

response was measured in relation to various- characteristics

of crisis. The responses that were measured are contracting

authority, fragmenting of communication, resources,used,'and

power employed to influence those involved in the specific

crisis. The research measured the relationship between these

reactions and a specified set of characteristics of. crisis.

Crisis. This refers to problems which are not planned and

cause the administrator to set aside what he was working on

before the problem occurred., These administrative problems

are, often positive in that they cause thv administrator to

to mea-riMinediate goals,.

"It,is a series of events

change the organization's standards

often forgetting long-range goals:

which energizes the organization, causes a response to a de-

mand, and invokes the decision process. "1
Crisis has char-
..,

acteristics that are common to all such situations. Some of

these charactex'istics include time limitations, stress, de-

mand for a decision, uncertainty,in relation to the outcome,

degree of community involvement, and modification of organi-

zational standards.

Superintendent of Schools. This term refers to guperinten-

dents in Rhode Island. There are a total of thirty-nine

superintendents. Each superintendent is the educational

1 Ibid., p. 15.

r.
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administrator responsible ,tor toe school sys em in they city

cr town. They are all certified by the state 'f Rhod- d,

which requires a master's degree or thirtysix (36) semester

hours of approved study beyond the Vachelor's degree'from an

institution approved by the Rhode Island State Board of Regents,

Also, all have had five years successful teaching experience,

two of which were as principal, supervisor, director, or

other positions of similar rank and responsibility. The po-

sition of superintendent often requires individu;.ls with busi-

ness skills along with 'experience in personnel management, in-

structional management, and community relations.

qmaniztation Standards. ThiS term relates to superinten-

dents' responses to crises and concerns superintendent ac-

tion which results in the modification of the structure of
A

the school system and /or the procedures employed. The con-

'sequences of change in organization standards is important

. when considering the influence of decisions made by the sup-

erintendent in crisis.

Crisis Decisions. This concerns decision making in crisis

management. These decisions are ones which are more diffi-

cult because of time limitations, stress, community pressures,

and other crisis-related pressures that are common to these

situations in education.

21



Limitations Study

.The topic of crisis management in education involves

a few components with which the present study cou:d and a id

not deal. First, this study did not attempt to consider

other influences on crisis management such as: (1) the

personal characteristics and background of the superinten-

dent, (2) the effect of the media, or (3) funding limitations.

These other aspects of crisis ih education are areas that

future research might explore. That the above influences

have an important role in crisis, and particularin the

outcome of crisis situations, appears to be a reasonable

hypothesis.

Second,.the present study did not approach the area

of superintendent training. Although superintendents are

trained 'in a variety of' ways, most have taken courses in edu-

cational aalinistration and have had some prior experience

in school administration: Some may have had the opportunity

of being an intern with a superintendent, Also, most of the

training is basically conducted by individuals without experi-

ence in solving the educational crises that the 'superintendent
,.must face. Thas area probably has some relationship to how

superintendents respond to crisis. The present Ludy is

based upon the` superintendent'and his response to crisis, but

it does not consider the superintendent's educational back-,

ground or.experiences prior to the superintendency. This

was done because the study was not on superintendents; it

was on crisis management.

ArIG



Third, the present study did not include administra7-

tors from various levels to see, if trey respond to the vari-

ous characteristics of crisis differently than superintendents.

This is an interesting but future stage in this area of re-

search. Also, introducing administrators frOm various levels

into the study would reduce its validity because of wide'dif-

ference in the types of crises faced by various school admin-

istrators.

The above components, in summary, were not included

in the present study. They seem worthwhile but were just
-rt

beyond the"scope of the present research..'In addition; the

present study has the following limitations:

(1) The use of a questionnaire to -assess responses

to crisis situations is artificial and may

not measure how the superintendent would

respond to real life situations. Since

this study is addressed to identifying'

hypotheses for more empirical situations, r

this limitation is not serious,.

(2) This study was limited to superintendents in

Rhode. Island, and the generalizability of the

results of the study are strictly limited'

to that population. To the degree that

the population of Rhode Island superinten-

dents is similar to those in other States,
O

the findings of this study may apply.

r- 23
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(3) Very.little prcvdous research has been

conducted in this area, and this factor im-

'poses some ]imitation on this present of -.,

-fort. Most of the research and literature

had to be "translated" into educational

terminology and philosophy.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The review of the literature for this study focused

predominantly upon' crisis situations in education and admin-

istrators' resporises

of their job. Also,

to crises that they experienced as part

it was concerned with the characteris-

tics of crisis in' relation to the field of education and -how

these characteristics might influence decisions by school

administrators during periods of crisis. A thorough search

)4 the literature Was accomplished through several sources:

(1) periodicals and texts; (2) DATRIX, 'a dompateriz.ed re-

trieval system for identifying relevant d'octoral disserta-

tion; (3) several computerized searches of the ERIC system;

and (Lvr-a review of Current Index to Journals in Education;/

a summary of journal articles. Time span for the literature

search was from 1950 to the present with major emphasis be-

ing placed on information available from 1965 to the present.

Crisis is defined in a variety of contexts,/ It is

discussed in terms of escalation of war and foreign policy

by Ole R. Holsti. He views crisis from the response made

by individuals or groups to such situations. The stress is

placed specifically upon national leaders, and the context is

the international scene. Holsti defines crisis, then, as

25



"a situation of imar;.ticipated threat to important valuesland

restricted deci sioni time,
1

James Gavin; claims that America itself is in crisis.

,Criksis for Gavin iS America's confrontation with the scien-

tific revolution Which has resulted in such problems as poi-
..

Nlution and over-population. He, 'claims that this crisis is a.

Stirprise as a result of the knowledge gap that exists between

/the reality of the world and what we believe it to be. In

support of Gavin's dpfinition, Daniel Callahan presents the

thesis that the:era of technology in America produced

many good outcomes at a price -which created many new evils.

He cites populatiOn and genetics as problems generated by

America's advanced technalogy.2

In the context of econo4cs, John Kenneth` Galbraith

defines crisis in terms of the planning system acid the indi-

vidual. The crisis revolves around the difference in their

ipurpose. The neoclassical model is the point of crisis in

economics for Galbraith. He, lists complaints concerning the

modern economy which are part of this crisis. Some of these

are: (1) irrational performance, (2) the distribution of in-

come, (3) the lack of function of some industry Produas,

,(M) the economy's effect on the, environment, (5) the unre-

liQle R. Holsti, Crisis Escalation War (Montreal:
McGill-Queen's University Pess and Vail-Ballow Press, 1972),
p. 8.

2
James W. Gavin, Crisis Now (New York: Random House,

1968), pp .7 -9.

26



sponsiveness of the large corporation to the public will, (6)

the tendency toward inflation, and (7) the growth between in-,

'dustries that cause Aheri to be unable to supply what they
'1

require.

libward James defines ,crisis in the context of the

United States.' judicial system. He suggests that crisis has

been brought about by the increase in tension and social and

technological change.2 Thi crisis has affected the courts

r.

A 4
as Well as the persons involved, which includes judges, and

their decisions. Of particular mention are the decisions of

the' Supreme Court. -It,has forced desegr gation, eliminated

prayer from schools`, reapport: Wnd state legislatures, and

Protected the rights of men and women accused of criminal

acts. Thes6 are the crises that the courts have had,to face

in recent years.

In summary, crisis may be defined as an occurrence

which' brings about Change. This change may toe positive or

negbrtiVe and usually involves opposing groups. The term is

defined to fit the particular topic Of concern and very often

been the critical period of success or failure. More spe--

cifi ally, ,crisis may} be defined in terms of its characteris-

(1) stress, the amount of pressure that the 'crisistica:

places on those that are involved; (2) the briefperiod of

1,
John Kenneth Gaibraip"1, Economics and the Public

Purpose (Boston: Hough ion Mifflin Company, 1973), pp. 3-38.
2
Howard James, Crisis in the Courts ('New York: 4

David McKay Cc., 1968), p ix,
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An.

tie during which a decision must be .lade, and all alterna-

tives are weighed; (3) uncertainty in relation to the out-
,

come of events; (4) the ,amount of community or political

involvement; and (5) modification of organizational standards.

The identification ofspecific definitions of crisis

has occurred in the pasj, twenty years. The principal inves,

tigations of crises have been in the areas of politics and -

economics.

Crises inEduCation

Crisis in edtication can be defined in terms of, the

Campus revo his type of crisis involves rebellions and

the taking of buildingg tt udents. It involves the calling

of the National Guard, and the open -confxmtation of the stu-

dents, faculty, and administration. Crisis here is not

merely a confrontation over demands, but it is-a show of

power. Pastor-y_ of this type'ef,crisis can be traced to the

rebellion at Columbia University in the spring of 1968 when

students occupied five University bdiidings for a week arfd

caused the University to suspend normal operations for the

remainder of the semester. 'Befo're Columbia, the pattern of

taking buildings had been established in several other, schools

with the University of California and the Berkeley

Free Speech Movement. Since that time, each campus crisis

has been seen as peculiar to the campus -on which it

The cause of campus crisis is that students are now seeki

a university which is relevant _for them; th-is,relvance is

occurred.
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in relation to such social problems as poverty, human degra-

dation, war, racism, and sexism. Through a revolution on

campus, the students feel thIlt they can change-the values'

of the mniversity and society. 1

'Bernard Iddings Bell defines crisis in terms of edu-

cational philosophy. He claims that'our educational system

is defective in its understanding of man. He agrees with

-John Dewey in that he feels educatiop should be democr'atic.

Crisis occurs when democracy does not exist and the community

is no longer-of importance in education. As part of the crisis

in education, Bell points to the quality gaps in American edu-

cation which occurred' after World War II when educatioh. in

the United States was opened to many students through the

G.I. Bill. For Bell, this is where the crisis began because

education was not ready to handle this large increase in popu-

lation nor did it have the variety of programs, curriculum,

personnel, and other necessary educational tools. Educa-

tion has matured and developed a variety of faults which we

now have to face. 2

In relation to educational systems, Phillip Coombs

_says that crisis has been caused by such things as a shOrtag.,:

1,

See Joanne Grant, Confrontation on ,Campus (New York:
The New American Library, Inc., 1969), p. ix-xx; and The Cox
'Commission Report, Crisis at Columbia (New ,York: Random,House,
Inc., 1968), lyp. 4-25.

. ,c,

2
Bernard Iddings Bell, Crisis in Education (New

f

YOrk: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1949), p. 2-5.
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of everything but students. He also states that educational-

systems have learned to overcome these crises and have learned

to live with them. He poirits tc the worldwide crisis in edu-.

cation to be the difference between the educational system

and its environment. 1

For Charles,E. Silberman educational crisis is in the

classroom. This crisis is not the fault of parents, teachers,

administrators, Or students--it is the fault of each one of -

us. Everything done in education should be questioned.

\
This does not mean that educators should not always be striv-

ing to improve education. Silberman is concerned with how
4

educators act and teach as opposed to what they teach. Silb-

erman views the student,as an individual with a rate of prog-

ress and development that differsfrom other-students. Part

of the crisis Silberman suggests-is that educators do not

realize this. Realizing that teachers, principals; and

superintendents are caring people, Silberman believes that

. they must think seriously about the consequences of crisis,

and they must have strong ideas about the purpose of educa-

tion.2

Marcus Foster defines the role of the administrator

in relation to the urban educational crisis. This role is
o

. now very different from the type that existed several years

1
Phillip H. Coombs, The World Educational Crisis

A Systems Analysis (New York: Oxford University Press,
1968), pp. 3-6.

2
Chales E. Silberrean, Crisis in the Classroom

(New York: Random House, 1970), pp. vii-37.
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ago. The ad:lInistrator is row a change agent and must be

ready to face crisis as it occurs. Foster believes that all

our basic institutions, including the schools, are caughtup---

in an endless crisis. -To ignore this phenomenon and-bifer

simple solutions is all partof this crisis. He states that

crisis response by administrators or teachers will determine

outcome. 'AIso, Foster, suggests that the peak of crisis sbme-
C

times provides the best opportunity for beginning to set

1
th-ings right.

Tjmally, the definition cf educational crisis is

viewed by John H. Rodriguez by.focusing on superintendent

behavior in respOse to a crisis situation. He defines

crisis as a demand on an organization to respond or make

a decision accompanied by a doterMination on the part of

decision makers that a response is necessa7y. Rodriguez

studied those educational crises that the superintendent

must face fin
his position as the head of the publ'.c school

system. 'He mentions that the demand for a response or de-

ciion interacts with the actual response, cuiminating'in

increased or decreased crisis. 2

1
Marcus A. Foster, Making Schools Work 4P Li.,adel-

phia: The Westminster Press, n.d.),.pp.

\2
John H. Rodriguez, "Superintendent Behavior in /

Crisis Situations" (Ph. D. dissertation, Claremont Graduate
School, 1923), p. 2.
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'Characteristics of Crisis

Crises have specific characteristics that can be used

to identify them. One.characteristic of a crisis is time.

A crisis is often portrayed astsomething which occurs with-

out planning or is contrary to what has been planned. It

allows little time for consideration of what response or ac -'

tion should be followed. Leonard C. Hawes and David H. Smith

have suggested that crises, occur as a temporary disruption of

the system.. This disruption has a cause, a beginning, and

ends with change. The system remains stable until the next

disruption occurs. Crisis,/then, is an evolving event which

goes through cyclesand/occurs intermittently. Thd serious-

ness of the crisis is\determined partially /by the length of

time or duration and the amount Of time available for response:1

Superintendents' time is limited. "The hours of the

day, the days lof the week, 'and weeks of the year are never ,

quite long enough for a School adinistrator."2 Many super-'

intendents consider time Spent on Crisis as an interruption

of their normal work routine or just not part of their job.

Generally, this does not seem to be the consenS'ils,of opinion

in various texts on administrative theory which describe the

1Leonard C. Hawes and David H. Smith, "A Critique
of Assumptions Underlying the Study of Communication in
Conflict," The Quarterly Journal of Speech, December 1973,
p. 425. c'

2
Frederick J. Moffitt, "He who budgets his time may

end up with some to waste," Nations Schools, April 1967,
p. 12.
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school administrator in the light of the -Problems which occur

unexpectedly or which allow little time for a decision.

A second characteristic of crises is stress. It is

closely related to time. Stress is often looked upon as a

hindrance, but the literature generally points out _that the

chie,f school administrator must not only be comfortable with

stress but enjoy it. However, Bertram S. Brown suggests that

"stress does seem to be uncomfortable for most administrators;

but in small closers, it does little damage. It (sic) only

',becomes destructive when the stress goes beyond the adminis-

Itrator s level of tolerance." 1
There has been little writ-

,

;ten in the literature pertaining to thp superintendent's

ability to tolerate crisis.

William J. Gore has stated that stress is created

by any event which occurs in an organization. Action sought

and denied will create'a form of behavior that may be de-

scribed as compensdtory. Since the superintendent is con-

stantly involved in actions, pethaps this is a source of

his stress. Another application of a comment made by Gore

-should be considered:

A new pattern of,activity, as in the cask of prob-
lem formulation, generates considerable stress be=
cause of the potential threats and benefits-implicit
in our open question. Even a heavily sanctioned

1Bertrom S. Brown; "Stress," Today's Education,
September 1972, pp. 48-0.
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behavior may produce stress, for it is at best com-
promise, sometimes an unhappy compromise.1

The literature portrays the superintendent as the tar-

get for stress, and provides him with the task of controlling

such stress. Gore suggests that administrators'must evaluate

which stresses need their attention. He feels that in rela-
,

tion to all stresb, there should be some expectation that

serves to categorize its intensity. Gore suggests that the

f011owing three questions be posed by the administrator:

(1) Does,the stress influence the very character

of the organization?

(2) Does the stress determine the final output

of impact on the organization?

(3) How does this stress influence the role of

the ailization in its institutional setting?

Gore's thoughts m ,be applied to the stress that a superin-

tendent must contend with in his position.2

The fact that crisis occurs without warning in most

instances may be related to stress. The crisis usually is

in oppoSition to goals which the superVendent has set.

Gore provides a thorough ekplanation of4tress and relates

it to tension. Thishas some interesting characteristics

that might be related to the superintendents reactions.to

1William J. Gore, Administrative Decision-Making:
A Heuristic Model (New York.: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
1964), pp. 38-40.

Ibid.
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,crisis as well as '1n tne description of csisis itNlf. There

1\,sarelationship drawn by Gore between stress and the deci-

sion- making process.

Go're believes that stress can be accommodated by:

(1) presenting-radical solutions to the crisis, (2) redefining

a basic goal, (3) vengence toward individuals or groups re-
.

sponsible, and (4) blaming someone else for the crisis. He

also draws the following conclusionS about stress:

(1) It is a potent force within the organization.

(2) They are an-overtone of almost. all human ex--
istenoe, but they are deterMinative and con-
trolling within the emotionp.l.world that
people construct for themselves and within
which they attempt to deal with their never-
completely.socialized motives.

(3) -Tensions function as a medium of exchange and
make possible,the comparis'n of otherwise un-
related pressures, goals, demands, attitudes,
hopes," values, and expectations. Since many
tensions are unarticulated, it is impossible
either to account for preferences that are
formed,or-to explain the Process.

(0) The tension or stress network is seen as a
ilesponse mechanism paralleling and combining
at some points with the'decieion-making pro-

. cess when the objects of activity cannot be
identified but some commop response is nec-
essary; it is an extension of the decision-
making process when reasoned conparisbn is
`impossible, yet a choice between values must
be made.'

A third characteristic common to crisis is the demand

for decision. It involves a threat "to high priority ?values

of the organization and is unanticipated. "2 Alvin W. Hoist

.

1
Ibid, p. 47.

2Edwin M. Bridges, "student Unrest and Crisis Decision-
Making," Administrator's. Notebook 18 (December 1969): 1..
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TioInts, out that the "Influonce DS school administrators. upon.

the educational climate can be attributed in part to their

decisions (or lack of, which results from the initial deci-

sion to make decisions), and probably more direptly by their

methods/of decision, making."1 He goes further to suggest that

styles of decision-making can be plotted along a continuum

with one extreme being represented by "snap", decisions based

upon feelings Dr archaic information while.the other extreme

is represented by the act of making a slightly delayed deci-

sion only after critically and objectively considering the'

reality of the crisis. Hoist suggests that where an adminis-

trator falls on the continuum will determine his style of

leadership and- suggests th.a."snap" decisions are made by

the more authoritarian type of adpinistrator.2

The literature shows evidence tthat decision-making

reflects the inner beliefs and attitudes of the decision-maker.

For example, Allport has noted: "If tlie administrator is

clear in his mind concerning his value orientation, if he

'knows his major aims, decisions on specific issues automati-

cally follow. "3 Combining this with what was described.by

1
Alvin W. Hoist, "Educational Climate, A PriMe Respon-

sibility of the School Administi-ator," Educational Climate,
November 1973, p. 169.

2
Ibid.

0 3Gordon W. Allport, .Basic Considerations for a\es,)--
chologv of Personality, cited by Alvin W. Hoist, "Educational
Climate A Prime. Responsibility of the School Administrator,"
Educational Climate, November 1973, p. 169.
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Hoist, the researcher can.see a difference in opinion in the

literatUre,.about the process of decision-making and those at-

tributes which alf ct this

Gordcn,L. Lippitt and Warren H. Schmidt` analyze the

process of decision-making and consider the aspect of riET11,

involved in making decisions. They state that:, "Management

must decide how much risk to take in the light of two crite-

ria: (1) the goals by which achievement is to be measured)

and (2') the odds against'success,,in reaching them.4

Warren Barr Knox points out that poor decisions

should be gone over again, and if possible, another decision

should be made in its place. Although some administrators

feel that this shows that' they are poor administrators, .it

really only means that they made a poor decision. Mistakes

that are AdMitted are-usually forgiven, but reinforcement of

a poor decision over and over will 'result in a poor adminis-

trator. Decisions are not always permanent because people,

programs, and problems change:. however, decision-making

should be made in terms of positive action. 2

Decision-making is not a smooth Process It is in

contrast with other productive activities because it is not

regular or continuous. Decision-making is a heuristic behav-

ior- -that is, it calls for improvision, spontaneity,and

1
Gordon L. Lippitt and Warren H. Schmidt, "Crises in

a Developing Organization," Harvard Business Review, November-
December 1967, p. 104.

2
Warren Barr Knox, Exp of the Hurricane (Corvallis,

Oregon State University Press, 1973),,,p. 45.
*
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accommodation on the Dart of the administrator making the de-

.
It is unlike more rational activities that are ex-.

n

`petted and regularly productive. The heuristic process tends

to press the status on calling for change and freedom from

the normal routine. Often heuristic behavior comes into con-

flict with the traditional organizational values. 'Sometimes

these organizational values might bp almost universally ac-
,

ceptea, but during time of heuristic deOislon, they are, ques-

tioned. Gore suggests that we learn decision-making',as we

learn other behavior. It is built-around patterns ofbehav-

ior that we generally understand and which are socially sanc-

tioned.1 There appears to be little or no work available on

this area in relation to crisis situations, and more particu-

larly in relation to educational decisions in Crisis.

Decision-making can be a more complex process than

initially described by Gore. As the subject is considered

in greater depth, Gore presents the "adaptive decision."

The adaptive decision is "a device used to realign a routine

pattern of behavior when it becomes unexpectedly costly."

Adaptive decisions are closely related to crisis decision-
-or,

making and may be beneficial to the school administrator be-

cause they can modify a pattern of activity and reestablish

a stable and productive flow of activity. They can remove

the immediate source of pressure during a crisis and relieve

'1Gore, Administrative Decision-Makingi_ A Heuristic
Model, pp. 28-38.
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minist.Tor, however, shoul exercise caution when1
-. ,.._ ,

makf.ng

adaptive decisions that l''.;:ta+tional stress is not added to the

prisis. If such stress is tded, the administrator should

try a second adaptive decision which could possibly lead to

.,`a satisfacto-.7 patcen that will become eventually routine.

A fourth cliaristic of crises is the change in

org4nitational'standardl Lippitt and Schmidt have suggested
. .

,..
.-:-,that the true criteriggtermining'the stage of develop-

ment for business organizations is the manner in which they

cope with predictable zation 1 crises Perhaps this;-or-=----gabp'

' --- .- t

--------s, -,...-

,

\ .,
U

ae*'might be related to the fief: u partiou-
.1----

I
,

larly, to the superintendent incrisis management. The orga-,
1 ,

_.-

nization may be defined as an assemblage of'peple,-Proce-
,.

dures, and facilities-- which experiences at 4ast six'coi-,

frontations. These confrontations are: (1) to-ereate a'
, .

new organization, tem'(2) to survive as a viable , -(3),

to gain stability, (4) to gain reputation a develop pride,

(5) to 'achieve uniqueness and adaptability, and (6) to con-

tribute to society. It is worthy to note that the organiza-

tion's confrontations are its crises.2-

Rodriguet suggests that the modification of organiza-

tional standards can be related to the educational organization.

%1Ibid., pp. 130:134.

2Gordon L. Lippitt and. Warren Schmidt, "Crises
in a.Developing Organization," pp; 102:1112.
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He points out that superintendentrespond to a crisis with

actions that affect the crisis`.' Work clone by Hermah and

Milburn suggest that certain responses, can be correlated-

with organizatimaI consequences and redUction of crisis.

Herman, for examples, points out the fact that authotlty might

be contracted in an organization in response to a crisis.

This may be evidenced in the educational setting when the

superintendent, for 'example, contracts the authority of,a

principal.2

Halpin distinguishes between the formal and iniormal

,organization. He points out that the formal organization

has the legal operation and authority constraints of the'

society in which it exists. He classifies publi:C school

organization as a formal organization of which the supprin-

tenderif-is the admiristrative head.'

The element of uncertainty in relation to-orisiS

situations is another characteristic to be considered. This

element is common to Many types of crisis. The uncertainty

is ini-the outcome of the respc.rise or decisioa to be made by-

-
1Rodriguez, p.

2See Charles F. Herman; "Some Conseauences of Crisis,
Which Limits4he Viability of Organizations,!i° Administrative
Science Quarterly, June 1963, Tp. 61-82; and Thomas W. mia-

"The Management of Crises" (Mimeographed paper, 1971).

3Andrew Halpin, "iP4radigm for Research on Adminis-
trator Behavior," ih AdmirisTrative,Behavior in ELucation,
eds. Ronald F. Campbell and Russell'T, Gregg (New Yark:
Harper and Bros., 1957), pp. 155-199.
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the administrator. March and Simon define an alternative asktt

uncertain if the decision-maker does not have a conceotion of

the probabilities attached to it. Uncertainty is seen as a

type of conflict that the individual must face. It appears,

as knowledge of the probabilities attached to the alternative

varies,-, the uncertaintY associated with the outcome will also
A

vary.1

It has been suggested by Edwin M. Briggs that cancer -

tainty can be reduced by prediction. The administrator must

consider the futures which might alternately occur, in con-

trast to what his plans will result. Thet,purposes for this

are: (1) to avoid ahead of time,certain problems before they

occur, (2) to make plans for minimizing long and short range.

effects of serious difficulties that might occur; and (3)

.relevant research can be located and used to learn about

various facts of alternative futures. Briggs attempts to

illustrate how forecasting the possible can serve the purposes

mentioned above. Also, he shows how present school practices

will lead to studentinitiated reform und,lr conditions cif

oriels claiming that the occasion for decision will have,

the following properties: (1) it threatens high priority_

values of the orgainization or the decision-maker; (2) it

demands that a response be made in a restricted amount of

time; (3) it calls for an. unprogrammed response, one that

1
James G. March and Herbert A. Simon, Organizations.

(New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc,, 1958), p. 114.
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1 Awas unexpected by -Lie ,,ec.sion-maker. Bridges also
.

considers

how the decisional processes of individuals are affected by

crisis conditions ard that some of the possible consequences

are for the or''ganization.1

The School Administrator and Crisis

4

Robert E. Jenhings considers the role of the principal

in student activism: Reference is made to Trump's survey of

principals on student activism indicating that activism-s

not understdod, Many of the principals over-reacted to the

.survey combining old style discipline problems with hew

9
style demands by,group action under the label of protest.-

Jennings points out that there is a "blurred quality" to ac-

tivism. This "blurred quality" is common to other crisis

situations. Jennings also makes some observations, on the

youth 'movement in schools:

It is difficult to state Why this sudden surge of
youth involvement and demand for an active role
in the affairs of society has come about. 'The
multiplicity of factors is great and to unravel
the skein will take more study than has been done
to date. However, it is clear that the movement
is without precedent... Furthermore this is not

1
Edwin M. Bridges, "Student Unrest and Crisis

Decision-lilaking," p.2.

2
J. Lloyd Trump and Jane Hunt, "Nature and Extent of

Student Activism," Bulletin of. the National Association of
Secondary School Principals 53 (May 1969), cited by Robert E.
Jennings, "Student Activism: _A Perspective and Strategy,"

\ Clearing House 46 (October 1971) : 86-91.
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a "youth must have its fling", kind of situation.
The life style and the forms'of political and
social change being develcped now can be expected
to continue with the next; several generations into,
their later lives.1

Mark A. CheSler tells us in "Student and Administra-

tion'Crises;" that frustration anger, within:students

cause crises for'administrators. The understanding of such

crises begins with what the student feels he faces as a crisis

- in' his educational experience.2 Chesler lists the following

"student crises";

(1) Youngsters have a variety of complaints about

the high school curriculum.

(2) Many students resent what they feel are ar-

cgaic and traditional forms of classroom in

struction, where' teachers lecture and students

are expected to listen docilely.

(3) The reliance upon teacher and administrator

control over-student behaviar generates the

high number of rules and regulations by which

the school day is organized.

(4) In many schools students argue that teachers

and administrators do not behave in,courteous

and respectful ways toward them.

Jennings,-p. 87.

2Mark A. Chesler, 'Student and Administration Crises,"
Educational Leade.7.22hiE, October 1969, pp. 34-38.
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(5) Students' concerns about racism focus apon dis-

ciplinary or instructional behavior which ap-

pears to unjustly single out blacks for dif-

ferential treatmerit.

(6) In a similar vein, some students are concerned

deeply with their schools' apparent disregard

for, or ignorance of, serious soci*al ills.

(7) A final tragedy is that many teachers and ad-

ministrators who would and should objqct to

such .violations. of educatioal principals

through common sense and even decency do not.

Chesler believes that crisis in the form of school

disruption is an opportunity for educators to self-evaluate

themselves and that the crisis benefits the educational in-

stitution as well as the individual career of the administra-

tor:

Recent events make it clear that repression
and suppression, or denial and escape, do not re- ,

spared to key educational issues at stake in school
crises; they do not even offer the-hope of rapid
de-escalation of tension and conflict. It is the
context, of seeing change as vital that permits more
creative response to school crises.

He further suggests the following devices for reducing the

level of conflict, First, in the midst of crisis one can

often establish formal mechanisms for social interaction

that crosscut prior lines of status distinction ,n the school;



in this way students and teachers or different social classes

and races can he put into immediate interaction aro-1nd school

issues. Second, the kmmediate establishment of grievance han-

dling procedures. The final tactic offered is a pattern of

formal negotiation between coni4licting parties. 1

Natt B. Burbank, in his bobk The Superintendent of

Schools, His Headache and Rewards, presents a picture of the

high-Pressure area in which the school superintendent works.

Its purpose is to forewarn veteran and neophyte administrators

concerning a number of problems which they may-not have met.

ost of these challenges are new, even to experienced super-

intendents, since they are products of the rapidly changing ,

national scene. The topics disoussed.include: (1) a descrip-

tiOn of the superintendency, (2) the prepatation necessary

for successful superintendents, (3) the roles of the super-

intendent in the schOol system, (a-) the pressures on the

superintendent, (5) the relationship between the superinten-,

dent and local government, (6) the state and federal impact

on the school administrator, (7) conservation in American

education, (8) the time problem facing the superintendent,

and (9) the superintendent's job security. 2

During a period of little more than a centurY'the

school superintendency has one through five eras.- The

1
Ibid.

2Natt B. Burbank, The Superintendent of Schools, His
Headaches and Rewards (Danville, Illinois: Printers and Pub-
lishers, Inc. 1968), pp. 3-51.
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.early school s operirtandent was a schoolmaSter, a man who

kept, school: 'Die next era saw the emergence of the states-

mar, or prophet superintendent, whose aPbeal to the conscience

of America and, whose vision of the possibilities of free-nub-

lic education were in the tradition of Horace Mann and-Henry

Barnard. The third era, starting about fifty years ago, pro-

duced the manager-superintendent. The techniques of mass

prodUction and the orgahization structure of large corporate

enterprises led school superintendents,to apply the same tech-

niques to the educational enterprise. .During thio period,

the superintendent emerged as a proponent of universal edu-

cation through the high school and as a leader in developing

a diverse and comprehensive curriculum intended to meet the'

needs of all children and youth. The fourth era was that of

the technician superintendent--the era of scientific manage-

ment, of financial adcounting, and budget making, of school

haw, and of a host of other specialties seemed to call for

more specific.preparation, and the school superintendent,

though broadly educated, all too often became a technically

trained expert. The fifties ushered in the era of the,pro-

fessiori'',1 school superintendent. World affairs called for

new dimensions of leadership, educational statesmanship, and

genuine Pof;SsionalisM.

The era of the technical school supeintendent ob-
.

viously r4uires different preparation fOr the school super-

intendent. In this era. the superintendent turned to the

massive liter tore in business and industrial management for
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insights andprocedi.zres chaT could be adapted to school ad-

ministrat4. Very little p:ofessional literature was avail-

able for the preparation of school superintendents. As the

technical demand grew, the professional preparation programs

moved rapidly 'to meet them. Presently, the professional

superintendent cd schools should have the breadth and depth

'of knowledge, supplemented by many technical skills, deep

convictions, and a sense of mission to be performed through

the institution of public education. In addition, he should

have some training in crisis management, which is not evident

in most training programs for superintendents,

Richard K. Morton illustrates the fact that this is

a period, of changing .climate of, opinion.. He suggests that

schools have very emotionalized issues coming into them from

society which create very complex problems .1 Forms of aggres-

sion relating to individualsor groups a,re a result of social

tension. Sometimes the public schools are scapegoats to re-

solve confusion or fears of the society.

The need for a value framework for educational ad-

ministration has been suggested by Orin B. Graff and othe'rs.

They make this suggestion in the light of the difference

between administration and educational administration. Edu-

cational administration appears to have greater responsibility

for the cherished human values than do many other kinds of

1Richard K. Morton, "To- Face- Decision and Crisis,"
Iml)rovin-;7 College and University_Teachine, Summer 1973,
p. 172.



administration." Graff pointed out st,ecial conditions in

which educational administration operates, First, the

school is a unique institution in that they are legally.
4
charged with providing education for the citiz,enry. Second,

the school takes its direction from all community institu-,

tions. Third, education and schools must be aimed at human

deVelopment. Fourth, the school is the vortex of conflick-

ing values. Finally, the closeness of school and community

interaction is* included. It is these last two which are

most closely related to the present research.
2

The following are the main findings established by
4

# the review, of the literature:

(1) Most of the literature on crisis management

relates to business Organizations, stressing

the ability of the administrator to cope with

crisis.

(2) The only study found on crisis management in

education was by John H. Rodriguez. Thus,

the literature is lacKing in this area, es-

tablishing the need for .this research.

"(3) Most of the literature found has 'an indirect

-Orin B. Graff et al., Philosophic Theory'and Practice
in Educational Administration (Belmont, California: Wadsworth
PUblishing Company, Ina., 1966), pp. 1-32.

2Ibid., pp. 190-247.
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erelationshi.o to the Present study.

4

(4) There has been little empirical research done

on the superintendent in a crisi6 situation;

more particularly, there is no information about

Rhode Island superintendents in such situations.

In summary, there is much prescriptive material re-
,

garding the superintendency, but the literature is seriously

lacking in empirical evidence. The only study- identified

has been done by John H, Rodriguez. This study focuses on

hOw superintendents respond to crisis and on the consequences

of the responses. As the2Shief administrative officer of the

school organization, it is assumed that the demand fpr a de-

cision or response is generally dir*ected toward the superin-

tendent. It is his actions orientea to the reduction of

crisis which are of major interest in this study.

Rodriguez points out that school crises differ from

those found in' international, military, or indusrial arenas ,

to the degree that the social context differs.' Also, he'sug-

gests that each crisis has a unique dimension that lies in

the historical and/or social behaviors to provide a basis for

developing viable management strategies.1

Looking at the Rodriguez study more closely, there

are several aspects which should be mentioned. First, Rod-

riguet uses Halpin's paradigm to formulate q scheme for

1
Rodrigueg,,, pp. '3 -5.
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research of admin5strator behavior which gould proviaefor

,systematic classification cf variables, and to, conceptual

ize administat.dr behaivior. The paradigm is considered

from its four major components: (1) the organizational

task, (2) administrator behavior, (3) variables associated

with administrative behavior, and '(4) criteria for adminV-

trative effectiveness. Second, the threp basic criteria

for research sites were: (1) the school distridt experi-

enced crisis during the past two years, (2) an incumbent

school board member had been defeated.during the tenure of

the present superintendent, and (3) the school districts

were_ lOC3t_ecLwithin the four Southern California counties

used in the Claremont Studies. Three school districts lo-

.44'444-6cat0-in two of the counties met these criteria. Third,
L

the principal mode of gathering data was by interview of

the superintendent. Two of the interviews were conducted

in the superintendent's own office and the third was con-

ducted in the office of a county superintendent of schools.

These interviews were principally to locate research sites,

t some information relevant to superintendent actions was

also obtained. Finally, Rodriguez offered no hypothesis in

Chapter I but dAd state in his final chapter that the re-

search expedtation was to determine if, during a crisis

-period, there was a change in the authority structure, and

if so, was it attributable to an action of the superinten-

dent,1

1
Ibid., pp. 4-1o.
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The analysis of th3 data by Rodriguez provided evi-

dence that during crisis there was a tendency for the super-

intendent to contract authority. An infringement upon the

superintendent's time was noted. With the respect te Herman's

predicted consequence of the, contraction of authority lead-

--ing to increased stress on authority units, there was no

direct evidence that this occurred. However, there was

evidence that the contraction of authority added stress on

the superintendent, but it was impossible to ,assess the de-
,

gree as differentiated from the stress of the crisis situa-

tion. In two of the three cases studied, superintendents

.professed to rave generated strategies tc manage Crisis.

The third superintendent revealed that in the past the situa-

tions for which no .management plan had been formulated were

the occasions that caused the most difficulty for the school

district. In all three cases presented by Rodriguez, the

bargaining process was used in at least the latter phase of

the crisis. There was no evidenc(that the managers of school

crisis in thi4 study used methods of soliciting public sup-

port to control ,the outcome of a school crisis issue. 1

Rodriguez:oelieves that it is the larger society

that specifies the task to the school organ,ization, in the

form of normative statements. He also suggests that what

actually occurs and -what ought to happen may be very differ-

ent. As a result, this is the root of the crisis. To

]:bid.,bid., pp. 72-83.
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provide a practical ap2lication of this, Rodriguez cites the

example of equal eaucational oppottunities, which the larger

society commands the schools -to achieve., The fact that some

educators have practiced discrimination has been the root of

school crisis in several parts of the nation. Rodriguez is

attempting to define the organizational task as "an ideal set
.

of objectives for the organization which-are prescribed'by

external sources." He differentiates the "task" from the

"prob1em" as a modification made by the adminitrator to

reach a desirecLoutcome. Reference is made by 'Rodriguez to

Halpiri's intraorganization variables as well as extraorgarii -

zational variables. 1

Halpin defines the organization as a special kind

of social group whose members have varying responsibilities

to reach a common task of the group. He notes that informal

organizations exist within the formal organization: 2 Th 'is

has some importahce to the present study of managing crisis

iri education. Also, he makes reference to two fundamental

sets of variables which define the operations of an organized

group. These are:,,

(1) Variables which define formal organization.
These are

1
Ibid., pp. 3-5.

2
Andrew Halpin, "A Paradigm for Research on Adminis-

trator B6havior in Education," in Administrative Behavior in
Education, eds. Roald E. Campbell and Russell T. Gregg
(New York:YHarper and Bros., 1957), cited by John Rodriguez,
Superintendent Behavior iri Crisis Situations (Ph. D. disser-

. tation, Cjaremont Graduate School, 1973), R. 2.
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a, Responsibility variables (the work one is
expected to do).

b. Formal interaction variables (the persons
with whom one is expected to work).

(2) Variables which define informal organizations.
These are:
a. .Wbrk performance Variables (the tasks one,

actually performs),.
b. Informal interaction variables (t4 per

son with whom one actually works) .I.

In condlusion, the literature on crises,in education

is scanty. This literature compliments itself to define

crisis and its characterLics by providing corlmon similari-

ties. The literature on/crisis in education for the most.
1

. /

part involves student revolts or.reactionS to societal con-

flicts by students. There is little directly written about

crises management in education, but some of the more'tradi-

tionaI literatur6 may be applied to crisis situations. Al-
.

though the research in crisis Management is not adequate,

there has been one study in this area by Rodriguez.- Rod-

riguez does reveal the.superintendent in crisis management.

However; there'is a lack of knowledge on how superintendent's

r,spond to crisis and the characteristics of crisis.

1

-Andrew Halpin, "A Paradigm for Research on Adminis-
trative Behavior," in Administrative Behavior in Education, r..

eds. RoaId F. Campbell and Russell T. Gregg (New York:
andHarper Bros., 1957), pp.' 55-199.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

The procedures ased in this study were typical of

those used in survey research design. A set ofsignifi- --

cant positive relationships between characteristics of

educational crisis and administrator responses was thought

to exist. A proposal was written, and a variety-of searches

were conducted tp identify related literature and research.

The literature was reviewed and a set of hypotheses were

stated. ,A Questionnaire was not available for use; there-

fore, one was developed, pilot tested, and distributed.'

The appropriate measurements were taken and the collected

data were summarized and analyzed for significantfindings-

and implications.

Selecting the Problem

The problem was identified by a broastsearch of the

literature on educational management and subtopics that

served to focus on the problem. After viewing Dissertation

Abstracts, the meager research available indicated that, the

topic of educational-crisis management was a fertile area

for study. There were other corollary reasons for select-

ing this problem.' First, education.had become mare involved
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in all types of crisis sit,;.ations since World War II, yet

there was ver/ little description of how the administrator /

in education respw4ti to crises. Second, education in tile

United States was provided equally for all races through in-

tegration lws.. This had caused crises relating to eqx(ality

of educational opportunity. The manager in edUcatiopal crisis

must determine approaches to solving such,situations. Third,

since crises in education appeared to be-a challenge for the

. administrator, the solution of such problems seemed to be an

' "interesting one. Fourth, the institutions of society (like

the family, religion, and industry),had resigned many of

their duties ind responsibilities to schools. This over-

lead of respohsibilities had become part of the problem.

Fifth, the term educational crisis management tended to de-

note some control or manipulation over crises situations,

and the present study was directed to analyze how super-

intendents establish such control.

The problem was directly applied to the elementary

aid secondary levels of public education. Crisis at these

llevels began about the same time that it did in higher edu-
.

:Cation.* For example, in New York, high-school students de-
1

'tided they could force changes in the existing educational

system at the time of rebellion at Columbia in the spring

of 1968. Elementary and secondary education, however, did

not have the facilities or manpower to handle the types of-

krises that would evolve out of higher education. It had

been more traditional than the university or college and
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had the major objective of teaching the basic skills oo

children. These skills (reading, writing, and arithmaic)

\were taught with standard techniques to the average,student

without much individualization. There was rarely a question-

,ing of school procedures involving the teaching and learning

process as well as any other part of ;education at these?

levels. However, the societal changes and crises that af-

fected the higher leVels reached elemen'r,ary and secondary

education. At these levels, crises seemed more devastating

because of the variety cfisitilations thatoccuried and the

changes that were inevitable in American public eduCation.

Since the superint ndent of Schools is the adminis-

trator responsible for eleOentary and secondary education

in a public school system, his management of crisis is of

particular interest. He often accepts the responsibility .

for the operati of every facet of the school system, Al-
,

Most all of the events taking place
.

in the elementary and

secondary school structureNare designed and directed un er

his leadership. The superintendent must proyide lekde ship

while he manages the enterprise. His role .requires him to

be 'able to adjust his operation and techniques-to meet the

new patterns of society. Because, traditional methods may

fail at solving new problems, a superintendent must be cre-

ative at seeking ,solutions. He must be able to develop and

use new tools and methods. The new role also requires the

educational leader to be familiar with new areas of knowl-

edge such as anthropology, economics, labor relations, and

r
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sociology. The superintendent must be aware of what is g.,ing

on in his schools and in his community; he must be fully in-

formed about school operations by building administrators.

He cannot afford to place himself on a pedestal so as to

be inaccessible to his constituents.

The problem, in summary, was idt,ntified and selected

from,educational research and literature for the reasons men-

tioned in the preceding paragraphs. Crisis was viewed

through the superintendency which was evolving to. meet new

demands in education. The evolution of the superintendent's

role and details concerning the training Of superintendents

are given More in the Review of the Lite ature.

Research Procedures

This study was conducted through a six-stage process.

The first stage, began as general research on the topic of

educational administration. A consideration of general

areas of interest to the writer evolved into several topics;

Each topic was considered and classified as to: (1) impor-

tance, (2) interest of the writer, (3) need for a study on

this topic, (4) previous research, and (5) possible limita-

tions which might occur.

The topic of crises management in education was

chosen. It had the greatest possibilities in relation to

current needs and 'importance to school administrators.

This topic centered around one 'fundamental question: "Is

there a relationship between characteristics of crises and



Sc

administrator response?"' Difficulties were evident in that

crises could not be studied directly. Often, they occur

without warning; and therefore, they are difficult to ob-

serve.

To complement the first stage of general research,

a proposal was developed. This proposal served as a base

for the early research and served to provide the direction

of the study and possible implications that might be drawn.

After completing the proposal, searches of the educational

literature were done by using the computer on the ERIC and

DATRIX systems. The literature, as a result of these first

computer searches, brought focus to the proposal. Therefore,

the proposal was revised to meet the extended information

base established by the computer searches. Other literature

searches were undertaken to obtain more information about

what had been written and studied concerning the various

aspects of crisis. This involved those resources that were

directly as well as indirectly related to crisis.

Questionnaire Development

A search for an instrument which had been used pre-

viously and could be adapted to the purposes of the present

study met with no success. Therefore, the development of an

instrument was the second stage. The instrument included

four crisis descriptions and four corresponding question-

naires: Each crisis description was provided to the super-

intendent, and the questionnaires were directly related to
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the crisis situations. Ali four crises were developed in

relation to the characteristics of crises evident in the

literature and on the basis of finding out more about how

administrators wouldreSpond to similar types of crises.

Each question was evaluated on the basis of necessity to

the study and weighted in relation to validity and impor-

tance.

The Pilot Test

The third stage was a pilot test of the questionnaire:

This pilot test was conducted with school administrators at

various levels in an inner-city school system. There were

three assistant superintendents, one student personnel.* ad-

ministratcr, one principal, one vice-principal, and two de-

partment chairmen. The total number of participants were

eight. All had experience with school crises of varying

types in several levels of school administration in Rhode

Island. Superintendents were not included in the pilot

test because this would have reduced the sample for the

study. However, the purpose of improving the questionnaire

itself was achieved because those who participated had-some

practical experience with crises in Rhode Island, some ex-

perience working with a superintendent, and some prior ex-

perience in using or developing a questionnaire.

A sample cover letter, a narrative of a crisis situa-

tion, and a "questionnaire were distributed to each adminis-

tratqr in the pilot test. The reviewers were asked to place

59
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themselves in the po$iticin of :':i"euperinterdent faced with

the crisis and. to respond to ,sack: finest ion_ asked in .the

questionnaire. Also, they were to consider possible changes

that might be made to improve the questionnai,re. Within a-.

week, each participant was contacted by telephone or in per--

son and a appointment was made for a discussion of the ques-

tionl.aire. These discussion sessions lasted from thirty to

sixty minutes and provided for comments to be made by the

respondent. Very often, the respondent had several comments

to make that were previously considered in the actual con-

struction of the questionnaire; but at this time, these

comments were valuable in making decisions about the tech-
.

nical aspects of the questionnaire. After the respondent

made suggestions and comments, he was asked several questions

which might not have been mentioned. ese questions were

-generally effeCtive in helping in the revision of the ques-

tionnaire and the cover letter. (These are contained in

Appendix A.)

Generally-, the pilot test,was successful as a tool

for polishing the cover letter and the questionnaire, and

it served as a Method for suggesting the amount and type of

feedback that might be expected from school administrators

on crisis situations. Respondents to the pilot questionnaire

were quite willing to provide information on ways to improve

the questionnaire based upon their varied experiences.

Often, conflicting suggestions 'on the questionnaire helped

the writer to make considerations that might have been
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otherwise omitted. Also, ccne instances, the F?Uggestions

were so varied that the writer decided to maintain his origi-

nal position.

Revision of Questionnaire

The fourth stage was to revise the cover letter and

questionnaire based on the results of the pilot study. The

cover letter was rewritten to include some information on

the researcher, a greater emphasis was placed on the role of

the participant, and a statement on the hypotheses to be in-

vestigated was included. The directions were written more

formally and consideration was given to the organization Of

the questionnaire as well as developing the crisis descrip-

tions with more detail. The questions were weighted differ-

ently to insure that each response and characteristic of

crisis could be measured. Several questions were omitted,

and one was added to two of the four forms of questionnaires.

(The final cover letter and questionnaire which was distrib-

uted to the total sample is enclosed in Appendix B.)

At this point, however, the author did decide to

think about ways to get as many respondents to return the

questionnaire as possible. The author d6cided to have each

questionnaire printed on colored paper (blue, yellow, green,

and orange) and the cover letter printed on white'paper.

The cover letter was addressed to each superintendent and

signed by the writer (not xeroxed). Each suprintendent

was asked to fill out the questionnaire based upon motives
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that could be helpful to their profession and themselves as

opposed to any selfish reasons ,of the researcher, 'Self=-

addressed-and stamped envelopes were enclosed to facilitate

returns.

Administering the Questionnaire

The fifth stale involved administering the question-

naire to'-the final sample. The sample consisted_ of thirty-

-nine superintendents--one for each school district in Rhode

Island. There were four different crisis descriptions and

four forms of the questionnaire. Each superintendent_was

sent one of the four crisis descriptions. The distribution

of these ,crisis degcriptions and questionnaires was done

randomly using a table of random numbers. However, a rec-

ord of wha't questionnaires were sent to which superintendents

was kept for purposes of follow-up.

Since each superintendent in Rhode Island has to face

crisis of varying degrees and types, the sample seemed to be

appropriate for gaining information about the responses of

Rhode Island superintendents to crisis. The superintendents

that comprised the sample ranged in experience from being

newly appointed to having served many years in the position

of chief school administrator. The population of superin-

tendents did not include any fiemales because there were no

female superintendents and did include three acting super-

intendents. The acting superintendents were appointed on

a temporary basis and had experience as assistant superin-

tendents prior to taking the acting position. The size of
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the school systems ranged from 1C0 to 22,000 students. Gen-

erally, the superintendents were cooperative and returned

the questionnaire within three weeks from the time that they

were mailed, After ths three week period, a follow-up letter

was sent to those superintendents who had not responded.

Treatment of the Data

The sixth stage was the treatment and interpretation

of the data. Up until this stage, the.d4a was, considered in

relation to accumulating as many responses as possible to the

questionnaire. HoweVer, the purpose of research is to respond

to specific questions, and it is to accomplish this that the

data was gathered: (The Problems that were analyzed in the

present research were discussed in greater detail in Chapter

I.,- correlational analysis on the data that was collected

from the retu d questionnaires was One, The responses to

the questionnaire were lyzed to determine if there were

positive relations (expressed a:-t-eorrelations significant

at the .05 level) between characterist:IcS. of_the crisis and

administrator reaction. The hypothesis that certain predic-

tions can be made about crisis situations and administrator

response was considered in relation to the data. Also, the

data was applied to the sub-hypotheses mentioned in Chapter I.
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS 'OF THE WA

The analysis is based -on data collected from a cues-

tionnaire administered to superintendents of schools in

Rhode Island. Four forms of the questionnaire were sent to

all thirty-nine superintendents in Rhode Island described in

Chapter III (see Appendix'B). The data collected from the

investigation were analyzed using correlational methods.

The analysia was designed to answer the basic question of

the 'study:

-Are there significant relationships

between the characteristics of crises

and administrative responses to those

crises?

The main hypothesis was further delineated by establishing

several sub-hypotheses based upon preVious research and lit-

erature. The sub-hypotheses were investigated through cor-

relational analysis.
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PRELIMTNAR7 DATA COTIECTED

Questionnaires wefe sent to all thirty-nine superiri--

tendents in Rhode Island, and thirty questionnaies (77 per-

cent) were returned. However, only twenty-nine (74 percent)

of the questionnaires were usable (see,Table 1). One ques-

,tionnaire was not usable because the respondent did not com-

plete the questionnaire but did return it with a letter. He

stated that he was interested.in crises but was recently ap-

pointed and felt that his answers would not be in the best

interests of the present study.

TABLE 1

QUESTIONNAIRES RETURNED

Questionnaires NUMBER , PERCENT

Sent, 39 100

Returned 30 77

Used 29 714-

Unusable 1

Table 2 lists each question in the questionnaire'

along with responSe scales.
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Table 3 shows the -me.-.1.4s and standard deviations fcr

the resI`ensesomadu by superintendents to each question in-

the cueStionnaire

TABLE 3'

NtANS ANDSTANDOD DEVIATIONS OF
SOPFjRINTENDENT RESPONSES

QUESTIONS SCALE', MEAN S.D.

1 1 (verl-sericus) 1.68 .94
5 (not serious)

2 1 (inoreas)e) 4.41 ,73
5 (decrease)

1 (increase) .

4.51 .74 .
(decrease)

1 (increase) 4.10 .86
5 (decrease)

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

1 (increase)
5 (decrease)

1 (highly certain)
5(highly uncertain)

1 (more stress)
5 (no change in stress)

1 (a great deal)
5 (not at all)

1 "(not at all)
5 (a great deal)

1 (decision impossible)
5 (no time limitation)

2.96 1,05

3.86 1.20

1.89 .67

-1.86 .92

3.44 '1.20

2.55 1.08

In order to establish that the crisis description

used by any respondent did not significantly alter the
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responses, an analysis of means and standard devialiona by

groups was und-ertditen-,.---data is presented in Tables -

4 through 7. A review of this data indicates that no sig-

nificant difference among the groups. exists and thus the

data may be analyzed for the group as a whole..

TABLE 4

RESPONSES-ON FORM A
STUDENT' POPULATION DECLINE

QUESTIONS SCALE

1 1'(very serious)
5 (not serious)

2 1 (increase)
3 (decrease)

3 1 (increase)
5 (decrease)

4 1 (increase)
5 (decrease)

5 1 (increase)
5 (decrease)

i

6 1 (highly certain")
5 (highly uncertain/

7 1 (more stress)
5 (no change ,in stress)

8 1 (a great deal)
5 (not, at all)

-

MEAN S.D.

1.48 .93

4.23 .72

4.39 .74

4.31 .86

2.87 1.04

3.66 1.20

1.69 1.66

,1.69 .90

-9 --------1-(-nat-at-a-1-1-)- 3.21
5 (a great deal)

10 1 (decision impossible) ,2.36
5 (no time limitation)
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TABLE 5

RESPONSES ON FORM B
CURRIOULUM CRISIS

0

QUESTIONS SCALE MEAN S.D.

3.

4

1 (very serious)
5 (n.ot serious)

1 (increase)
5 (-decrease)

1 -(increase)
5 (decrease)

1 (increase)
5 (decrease)

1.8o . .94

4.62 .73

4.46

4.88

1 (increase) 3.10
5 (decrease).

1 (highly certain).
5 (highly uncertain)

1 (more stress) 1.99 .67
5 (no change in stress)

.73

.84

4.10 1.21

1 (a.great deal)
5 (not at'all)

1. (not at all)
5 (a great deal)

2.06

3,46

.91

10 ecision impossible) 2.70 1.07
5 (no time limitation)
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TABLE b

RESPONSES ON FORM C
CBISIS IN PLACEMENT OF PERSONNEL

QUESTIONS SCALE MEAN S.D.

4

i (very serious) 1.72 .94
5 (not serious)

1 (increase) 4.18 .74
5 (decrease)

e

1, (increaxe)
5)=(decrease)'

1 (increase) 4.20 .85
5 (decrease)

4.68 .74

5 1 (increase)
5 (decrease)

6 1 Q'uighly certain)
5 ('iighiy uncertain)

7 1 -(more stress)
5 (no change in sk;:be'ss)

8 1 (a great _deal).
5eff6t76.- all)

9 1 (not at all)
5 (a great de41)

10 1 (decision impossib13)
5 (no time limitation)

.

2.90

3.95

2.02

3.57

2.67

1.04

1.19

.69

93

1.21

1.09
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TABLE 7

RESPONSES ON FORM D
'STUDENT DISTURBANCE

QUESTIONS SCALE MEAN S.D.

1 1 (very serious)
5 (not serious).

1.75. t95

2 1 (increase) 4.59 .73
-5- (decrease)

3 1 (increase) -,
5 (decrease)

4 1 (increase)
5 (decrease)

- 5 r1 (incease)
5 (decrease)

6 1 (highly certain) 3.72 1 1.20
5 (highly uncertain) ---4"--."----_,

6re stre-----ss)------------7---------'1"W 1.87 .66
5 (no change in stress)

8 1 (a great deal) 1.78 .93
5 (not at all)

9 1 (not at all)
5 .(a great deal)

3.5-3 1.18_

4.53 .75

`02 ,1 .86

. ----

2.98 1.05

10 1 (decision impossible) 2.48 1.08
5 (no time limitation)
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Data Analysis

In order to test the Sub-hypotheses, correlations

were calculated between characteristics of crises in educa-

tional administration and superintendents' response. A

Pearson product-moment correlation was used to examine the

relationships between .elected characteristics (based on the

literature and previous research) of crisis and the superin-

tendents' responses to the questionnaire. A t-test was used

to evaluate the statistical significance of the relationship

because of the small size of the sample. An .05 level was

usedtce luate the statistical significance of the t-score.

Sub-hypothesis" One

The first sub-hypothesis to which the research was

directed was:

There is an inverse relationship

between the amount of time-perceived

available fdr superintendents to

solve the crisis and the degree to

which they would "contract authority.

This sub-hypothesis was established from the comments of

Leonard C. Hawes and Donald H. Smith that crises occur as a

temporary disruption of the system. This disruption has a

cause, a beginning, and ends viith change. The seriousness

of the crisis is determined partially by the length of time,,
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or duration and the amount 11 time available for. response.

Also, tc the degree the superintendents' time is limited in

a crisis, it was believed that they would contract authority.

The testing of this sub-hypothesis was accomplished

through a comparison of the answers to questions on time

(question 10 - How does the time limitation of two weeks im-

posed- by the above situation affect your decision?) and au-

thority (auestion 2 -',How would your rate of contact with

administrators inside your sohool_system change as a result

of the request made by the school committee and the-reaction
Y _,------ -----::::::___

of the opposing groups?; and question 9 - To what extent --,__

would you contract the authority cf remaining administrators

if a reduction should take place?).

Table 8 displays means, standard deviations, and a

correlation for sub-hypothesis one. A correlation of -.672

was calculated. A t-test was performed and the correlation

was established as statistically significant at the .001

level. 0

1
Hawes and Smith, pp. 423-435.



TABLE 8

PEA ...RODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION
lEN TIME AND AUTHORITY

VARIABLES MEAN S.D. r. df t-VALUE

Time
(question 10)

3.9 1.08

Authority
(mean of means) 2.0 .68
(for questions)
(2 and 9

-.672 27 5.23*

* significant at .001 level

Sub-hypothesis Two

The second sum- hypothesis to which the research was
4

directed was

There is a direct relationship be-

tween the amount of stress perceived .

by superintendents and the degree to

which they use other resources.

This sub-hypothesis was based on the work of William J. Gore

who feels that stress is created by any event which occurs

in an organization. The relationship of stress to the use

of other-resources was selected as a method which the super-

intendent could employ to control stress. Gore has suggested

that administrators must evaluate which stresses need atten-
,

tion. This evaluation most definitely relates to using all
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possible resources available to the superintendent. Gore

also provides a thorough explanation of stress and relates

it to decision-making. He describes the decision-making

process in detail and relates it to actions taken during

crisis. One of these actions are using other resources.1 An

example of when a superintendent'could use other resources

is in crisis description C involving the seledtion of a sec-

ondary school administrator. In this crisis, the superin-

tendent could use resources to face the stress imposed upon

him by the four pressure groups involved.

This sub-hypothesis was investigated by making a

comparison o superintendent responses to-questions on stress

-(sum of the means iol. question 7 - Based on the circumstances

in the above crisis, would you expect a change in the degree

of stress in your administrative organization? and question

8 - Do you feel personal stress in the abOve situation?) and.
1

other resources (mean of the means of question 3 How would

your rate of contact with community leaders change as a re-

sult of the reauest made by the school committee and the re-

duction .of opposing groups?; and question 4 - Would your rate

of contact with other administrators outside your school sys-

tem change given the above circumstances?; and question 5 -

In the
/
situation your communication with parents...).

A Pearson product-moment correlation was calculated

to analyze the relationship between the amount of stress per-

ceived by superintendents and the degree to which they use

1
Gore, pp. 19-40:
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other resources in soling -fao. crisis. ?able 9 displays

means, standard th:Niations, and a correlation for sob-hypothe-

sis two. There is a positive relationship between stress

and the use of ether resources. A correlation of .43 was

established. A t-value of 2.45 was found to be statistically

significant at the .05 level.

TABLE 9

PEAR S ON PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN
STRESS AND USE' OF OTHER RESOURCES

VARIABLES MEAN S.D. r df t-VALUE

Stress 3.75 1.18
(mean of ,means)
User questions)
(7 and 8 .

)

Use of resources 8.62 1.42
(mean cf means)
(for questions)
(3, 4, and 5 )

+.430 27 +2.4*

.* significant at .05 level

Sub-hypothesis Three

The third sub-hypothesis to which the research was

directed was:

There is a direct relationship be-

tween the amount of Uncertainty per-

ceived by superintendents and the

degree to which stress is present.
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This.sub-hypothesis is an exTensdon of an idea put forth by

Edwin M. Bridges who sl..(gges-ved that uncertainty can be re-

duced by prediction. The administrator must consider the

futures which might occur in contrast to his immediate plans.

Bridges also considers how the decisional processes of indi-

viduals are affected by crisis conditions and what some of

the possible consequences are for the organization.1 For

example, the superintendent in crisis description D involving

a student disturbance would be uncertain about the action to

be taken. A result of this uncertainty is'greater stress on

'the rsuperirtendent .

To investigate this sub-hypothesis, a comparison of

superintendent responses to questions on stress (mean of the

-lieans of question 7 Based on the circumstances in the above.

crisis, would you expect a change in the degree of sti'ess in

Your administrative organization? and question 8 - Do you

feel personal stress in the above situation?),and_uncertainty

(question 6 - How certain would you be in your response to

the school committee about reducing the budget to parallel

population changes?).

The relationship between.the amount of uncertainty

perceived by superintendents and the degree to which stress

is present was calculated by a Pearson product-moment correla-

tion. Table 10 displays means, standard deviations, and a

correlation for sub-hypothesis three. There is a positive

1Bridges, pp. 2-4. 78



relai:ionship between stress and uncertainty. A correlation

of .384 was calculated. A t-test was performed and the cor-

relation was established aS statisticallysignificant at the

.05 level.

TABLE 10

PEARSON PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATI0IL___----------
---BETWEEN-STRESS-AND-UNCERTAINTY

VARiABLES MEAN S.D. r df -VALUE

Uncertainty 3.86 .83
(mean of means)
for questions)
(7 and 8

Stress
(ouestion 6)

1.87 1.20

+.384 27 2.13*

* significant at .05 level

Sub-hypothesis Four

The fourth sub'-hypothesis to which the research was

directed was:

There is a direct rq.ationship be-

tween the amount of time perceived

by superintendents and the degree

that they communicate.

This sub-hypothesis originated from Hawes and Smith's views

of crisis and tiro limitations. Theypoint out that crisis

is a temporary disruption of the normal routine which must
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be operationalized to benefit the. organization.
1

The mode

of operation suggested by the fourth hypothesis is communica-
-

tion. For example, in crisis description D involving a stu-

dent disturbance, the superintendent has a: time limitation-

in solving the crisis and must communicate to all conflict-.

ing groups to increase the efficiency of his role as chief

school administrator. However, the time shortage will reduce

the amount of communication to the groups and will thereby

reduce the. superintendent's effectiveness in this crisis.

To investigate this sub-hypothesis, a compariscin of

superintendents' responses to questions onetime (question 10 -

How does the time limitation of. two weeks imposed by the

above situation affect your decision?) and contact with com-

munity and administrators (the mean of the means of question

3 - How would your rate of contact with community leaders

change as a result of the request made by the school commit-

tee and the reaction of opposing groups?; and question -

Would your rate of contact with other administrators outside

your school system change given the above circumstances?)
.

This hypothesis was not supported by the product-moment Cor-

relation at the .05 level.

Table 11 displays means, standard deviations, and a

correlation for sub-hypothesis four. There is a positive re-

lationship bet*een time and communication. The correlation

.23 is significant at the .10 level.' A t-test was performed

-Hawes and Smith, pp. 423-435.
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and the corrolatin was not statistically siiificnt at the

.05 level. Therefore, this sub- ypothesis was not supported.

TABLE 11

PEARSON PRODUCTMOMENT CORRELATION
BETWEEN TIME AND COMMUNICATION

VARIABLES MEAN S.D. r df t-VALUE

mlame 2.55 1.08
(question. 10)

+.234 27 +1.23*

Communication 3.90 .61
(mean of means)
(for questionS)
(3 and 4

* not significant at ,05 level

Sub-h,roothesis Five.

The fifth sub-hypothesis to which the research was

directed was:

There is a direct relationship be-

tween the amount of stress perceived

by superintendents and the degree that

they contract authority.

This sub-hypothesis originated from William Gore's descrip-

tion of stress in the, organization. He makes reference to

heuristic behavior in decision-making which is marked by im-

provision and spontaneity. 'During times of heuristic decision

behavior there is a question of standard values. This'
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precipitates stress and k?.i.ses a contraction of authority on

the part of the adininistrator. He makes more decisions by

himself and delegates lets authority during crisis)* This

is partially caused by his oiin self-confidence and some

trust of the capabilities of others. Also, Ailport has

Pointed out that decisiori-making reflects the inner-beliefs

of the decision-maker. 2
This suggests that if the superin-

tendent feels stress when making decisions during crisis, he

will contract authority. For example, in* crisis description

B involving A major curriculum change, the superintendent

would contract authbrity if he felt stress because the mayor

brought it to the superintendent's attention.
ri

This sub-hypothesis was investigated by making a com-

parison of superintendent responses to questions on :stress

(the mean of the means of auesticla 7 - Based on the'circum-

stances in the above crisis, would-you expect achange in

the degree of stress in your/ administrative organization?;

,and question 8 - Do you feeI personal stress in the above

'situation?Y and authority (the mean of the means \of aues-
4 -

aues-

tion 2 How would your rate of contact with administrators

inside your school system change as a result of the request

'made by the school committee and the reaction of the opposing

groups?; and question 9 - To what extent would you contract

the authority of remaining administrators if a reduction

should take plabe?).

1
Gore, pp. 19-44-

2
Allport, p. 169,
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Table- 12.disrlays :i;eMlr.:, standard devitions ar.d a
\\

correlation for sub - hypothesis five. There, Is a osj.tive

1ationship between ;stress and the contraction of a4hoDity.

A correlation of .541 waS,,calculateq: A t-test was p f rmed
11\i

--and the correlation was established as statistically .signifi-

cant at the .01 level.

TABLE 1\2

PEARSON PRODUCT-MOMENT, CORRELATION
BETWEEN STRESS AND AUTHORITY

VARIABLES' MEAN S.D. df t-VALUE

Stress 1.87 .83
(mean o± Means)
(for questions ) a +.54i 27 +3.33*
(7 and 8 .

-.Contraction of
. Authority
jmean of means)
(for questions)

. (2 and 9

3.93 .68 '

* 'significant at .01 level

Sub-hypothesis dix

The sixth sub-hypothesis to which research was

directed was:

There ids' a direct relationship be-

-el/men the amo =unt of uncertainty per-

ceiveti-2by superintendents and the

degree to which they contract autheritY-.
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This sub-hypothesis originated from the work of John Rodriguez.

He found that in two of the three superintendents studied,

there was a change in authority relationships during the

crisis period. Rodriguez suggeSted thatduringnon-stress

periods, superintendents tend to emphasize the differentiation

of responsibi ities between the school board a. d the adminis-

trators of th school. Alto, it was found that all three

superintendents in the Rodriguez study tended to involve

fewer administrators in their decisions for the managemerft

of the crisis.I The responses to question 9 on contraction

of authority by superintendents supports the esults of the

Rodriguez study. The relationship of contraction of author-
!

ity with uncertainty is based upon attitudes of the super-

intendent. These attitudes may be part of hits professional .

training, and/or experience. When the superintendent is It:-

certain, he will attempt to make his own duties that would

ordinarily have been delegated. For example, in crisis de-

scription B involving a major curriculum change, the curricu-

lum director or principal would ordinarily h'ave been respon-

sible for this area. Since a. crisis situation occurred and

came +0 the attention of the superintendent, he felt uncer-

tain about its resolution and contracted authority.

To investigate this sub-hypothesis: a comparison of

superintendent responses to auestions on uncertainty (ques-
.

tion 6,- How certain would you be in your response to the

1
Rodrjguez, p. 72.
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school commit-1.:e anot.t rc:oas:.ing the budg::t to parallel popu-

lation changes?) and authority (q-,estion 9 To what extent

would you -contract the authority" of remaining-administrators

if a reduction should take place?).

Table 13 displays means, standard deviations, and a

correlation for sub-hypothesis six. A correlation of .662

was calculated. A t-test was performed and the correlation

was established as statistically significant at the .001

level.

TABT11 13

PEARSON PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION
BETWEEN UNCERTAINTY AND AUTHORITY

VARIABLES MEAN S.D. r df t-VALUE

Uncertainty
(Question 6).

Contraction of
Authority
(question 9)

3.86 1.20

3,44 1.20

+.662 27 +4.16*

* significant at .001 level

Sub-hypothesis Seven

The final sub-hypothesis to which the research was

directed was:
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There is a direct relationship be._.

tween the amount of seriousness per-

ceived by superintendents and the.

degree of stress that they experielnce.

This sub-hypothesis originated from Bertrum S. Brown's com-
a

meats on stress. He pointed out that stress isnot uncom-

fortable and usually does little damage in small doses.1

Stress only becomes harmful when it goes beyond!the adminis-

trator's tolerance .level. This tolerance level is related
A I

to how serious the crisis is perceived by the Administrator.

1
If the administrator feels that the crisis is, ry serious,

he will perceive a high degree of stress and reach his level

of tolerating the stress. For example, in crisis description

D, if the super'mtendent perceives the crisis involving a

student disruption as very.serious, he will /4ceive a high

degree of stress and might reach his level o f tolerance.

When this happens, Rodriguez found some supeAntendents
1

choose the. courpe of resigning or moving to' other positions.
, 1

An investigation OT this sub-hypothesis was made

through a comparison of superintendent respdbses to questions

on seriousness (question 1 - Given the circtm8tances of the
!

above crisis, how would you classify its seriousness?) and

stress (the sum of means of question 7 - BaSed on the cir-

cumstances in the above crisis, would you expect a change in

the degree of stress in your administrative organization ?;

1
Brown, pp. 48-50.
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and question 3 - Eo you fv.tel Personal stress in tfte above

situation?).

Table 14 displays means,.standard deviations, and a

correlation for sub-hypothesis seven. A correlation of .71

was calculated. A t-test was performed and the correlation

was estzblished as statistically significant at the .001

level.

TABLE 14

PEARSON PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION
BETWEEN SERIOUSNESS AND STRESS

VARIABLES MEAN S.D. r df t-VALUE

Seriousness 1.68 .94
(question 1)

,.7j.0 '27 3.69*

Stress 1.87 .83
(mean of means)
(for questions)
(7 and 8

* significant at .001 level

Summary

The major hypothesis to which the research was di-

. rected was:

There are statistically significant

relationships between characteristics

of crises and 0Mipistrative response

to crises.
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This hypothesis was investl6atedthrol seven sub - hypotheses

based on previous research and literature. Pearson product-.

moment correlations and t--tests were conducted on each rela-

tionship.

TABLE 15

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS, T-SCORES, AND
SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS FOR SUB-HYPOTHESES

Sub-hypotheses # Correlations T-Scores Sig\. Level

1 -.672 -5.23 .001

2 +.430 +2.45 .05

3 +.384 +2.13 .05

4 +.234 +1.23 not sign.

_5 +.541 +3.33 .01

6, +.662 +4.16 .001

+.710 +3,.69 .001

Of the seven hypotheses, six were supported by the data at

the .05 level or better. The foregoing analysiS yields the

following results:

(1) There are statistically significant relation-

ships between the amount of time perceived

available by superintendents to solve crisis

and the degree to which they woulC contract

authority.
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(2) There are stItistieslisignificant r,AAtion-

ships between the amount of stress perceived

by superini;endentS and the degree to hiph

they use Other resources.

(3) There are statistically, significant relation-

ships between the amount of uncertainty per-
.

ceived by superintendents and the degree to

which stress is present.

(4) There was not a staisticalay.significant re-
,

lationship between the amount of time per

ceived by superintendents am the °degree

that they communicate.

(5) There are statistically significant relationi-

ships between the amount of stress perceived

by superintendents and the degree that they

contract authority.

(6) There are statistically significant relation-

ships between the amount of uncertainty per-

ceived by superintendents krill the degree tc

which they contract authority.

(7) There are statistically significant relation-:

Ships between the amount of seriousness per-

ceived by uperintendents and, the degree of

stress thea experienced.
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I3ince si of the ::;even sab-hypothese:i.crcl 1.,:rxyDrted,

it is reasonablt, to accept that,the -aajor hyDothesjs is sup-

ported by the investigation.,

o

I
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND COhCLUaIONS

As a means of identifying crisis in educational adl:

ministration and assessing the response of administrators

to crisis, a study was designed to measure how superinten

dents would respond to the characteristics of crisis. The

research was directed to the following major hypothesis:

There are statistically significant

relationship S between the characteris-

tics of crises and administrative re-

sponse to these crises.

The following seven sub-hypotheses were established to test

the major hyothesis:

(1) There is an inverse relationship between

the amount of time perceived available for

superintendents to Solve the crisis and

the degree to which they would contract

authority.

(2) l'here is a direct relationship between he

amount of stress perceived by superinten-
'

dents and the degree to which they use

other resources.
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(a,) There 13 a direct relationship between the

,,amont of uncertainty perceived by super-

intendents and the degree to which stress

is present.

__(4) There is a direct relationship between the

amount-of time perceived by superintendents

and the degree that they communicate with

others.

(5) There is a direct relationship between the

amount of stress perceived by superinten-

-dents and the degree that they contract,_

authority.

(6) There is a direct r-eratibM-hlp- between the

amount of uncertainty perceived by super-

intendents and the degree to which they

contract authority.

(7). There is a direct relationship between the

amount of seriousness perceived by super-

intendents and the degree of stress that

they experience,

Data was collected on responses to crises by super

intendants using a questionnaire constructed for this study

,see Appendix B). The questionnaire had four forms to cor-
.

respond to four crisis situations. The characteristics were
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chJsn from the l'ier:I.Lure, -.J_na relationships were drawn in

the present study. The sub-hypothcses were considered to be

supported if stat:.stical significance was established at the

.05. level.

The total population of Rhode Island's superinten-

. dents of schools (39) were sent one form of the question-

naire. Twenty-nine questionnaires were usable out of the

thirty returned. The responses were calculated to establish

correlations between the characteristics of crisis anA super-

intendent response: Sub - -hypotheses one, six, and seven were

significant at .001 level. Sub- hypotheses two and three were

significant Cat the ,05 level. The fourth sub:hpothesis was

not zi4:nificant at the .05 level, therefore, this sub-

hypothesis was not supported, The fifth sub-hypothesis was

c..4=mificant at the .01 level.

Discussion

The first sub-hypothesis was when the amount of time

perceived' available for superintendents to solve crisis de-

creases, the degree co which they contract authority increases.

Freviou'S. findingS, concerning the relationship of time and

authority, corroborated tnis correlation. The generaliza-

tion that is suggested for educational administrators is:

when authority is contracted because of time limitations,

management efforts will be restricted and inhibit a desirable

outcome to crisis.
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RodrigLe;, point s ou: that: ud7.inistrater has the

power to solve crisis -'Jecause of his authority. He describes

authority as a legitimate use of power to govern the conduct

of members of the organization as far as what they will do

or will not do wAthin the structure. The authority struc-

ture is the system by which power to make decisions and re-

sponsibility for tasks has been formally allocatel in the

organization. The contraction of authority includes these:(1)

shifting of decision-making activities to superordinate

levels;` (2) reduction in the number of persons or units in-

volved in making decisions without reference to hierarchical

arrangements; and (3) an increase in the frequency of author-

ity decisions without increase 'in authority units. Rodriguez

believes that a superordinate authority has taken action which

results in the contraction of authority. He assumes that the

superintendent is the supeiordinate administratil/e authority

in the organization. The superintendent's actions are as-

sumed to cause a change in the authority structure. 1
This

was supported in the present investigation in relation to

authority being contracted when time limitations occur.

(There was a significant relationship between time and the

contraction of authority at the .001 level.)

The present study viewed time and the contraction of

authority through superintendent action, for example, in

crisis situation D involving a student disturbance. Super-

intendents were presented with a crisison a day with a ful"].

1Rodriguez, pp. 17-19.

INL
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agenda. This crisis had r.c., warning. ''".1e disturbanca had

racflal overtones and resulted In the injury of students.

Teacher and student safety are major concerns and action by
t

the superilltandent is demar;ded. The present study has, found

this action to be a contraction of authority which results

in the superintendent assuming :die task. The implications .

of superintendents assuming, the tasks of lower administrators

are that they might reveal a lack of confidence in, their ad-

ministrative staff. Also, superintendents are often too far

removed to really use their authority effectively in .the

limited time available in crisis.' Hawes and Smith commented

that crises intarrupts the system temporarily and usually has

a cause which is 'responsible for the beginning and ending of

the crisis. The seriousness of crisis is often determined

by the length of time that it lasts. The time of most sulaer-

intendents is very limited. This was evident in that the

present study received, a slow return of questionnaire6 as

well as the comments that were made in the literature, such

as by Moffat; *"The hours of the day, the days of the week,

and the weeks of the year are never quite long enough for a

school administrator."1 Scne superintendents in the past,

have felt that time spent on crisis is wasted, but this was

not found to be the case in the present inVestigatiOn.

A second sub - hypothesis was lf--the amount of stress

perceived by superintender4 is high;: the degree to which

they use other resources is ,high. Administrators who are

-Dtoffat, p. 12. 95
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successfsl must he al)le 'co fee: ooll.fortable under situals_rms

of stress. However, ib.on points out that most adninistrators

are unoomfortable,during periods of stress.1 Evidcntly, based

on the results of the present investigation, the more stress

or discomfort a superintendent feels in a crisis situation,

the More he will .stontract authority. This happens because

the superintendent assuiles authority for the purpose of solv-

ing the crisis as quickly as possible to relieve his own per-

sonal stress. It, is important to consider the superinten-

dents' level of tolerance in-stressful situations. , This

area would be a good point of investigation for future re-

search in crisis management,

The to questions seven and'eight on stress

in the Present investigation support the fact that the suPer.1

intendent is the target of most stressful situations, In

some of the responses, it was evident that stress was cate-

gorized in relation to its intensity. An example was that

some aespondents did not.c.onsider crisis situation B as in-

tense because similar occurrences happen all the time -ror

them. Gore feels that all stress is categorized in relation

.' 2to its intensity. Since usually occurs without warn-

ing, it is usually in opposition to the goals' of the superin:

tendent and creates stress. Also, stress is related to the
.

decision-making process by: (1) presenting radical solutiohs

1
Brown, pp: 1-3*

, 943
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tc th4, rc!definIng a basic goal, (3) vengence

toward individuals or groups responsible, and (4), blaming

someone else for the crisis. 1

A third sub-hypothesis held that when the amount of/

uncertainty perpeived by superintendents in relation

outcome of the crisis' is high, the amount of stress

the

y per- .

ceive during a crisis will be high. The superintende t can

. reduce uncertainty by predicting the outcome of crisis.- Ex

amples of this o4n be seen in all four crisis situations em=

ployed in -this study. If*the superintendenin al. four(.

Crisis situations predict the outcome, they will feel little

uncertainty as well as little stress. it was noted by Rod-
%

riguez and supported by this research that uncertainty is a

common element in. crisis situations. 2
This was very evident

in the present study based upon superintendent responses to

auestion six (How certain would you be in your response to

the school commit-eee about reducing the budget to parallel

population changes?). They were, uncertain about how their

actions in crisis would be viewed by. the school board,Par-

onts, and teachers.

Fourth, if the- amount of time ''perceived by superin-

tendents to resolve crisis is low, the degree that they will

communicate with others is low. This correlation was attiTted

based on the literature and research indicating that when /time

1
Ibid.

12 2
Rodriguez ; p.

97
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Is minimized, communication be r,,duc,..d. Rodriguez con-

sidered actions of superintendents i2fecting communication

channels. He classified superintendent actions that affect

communication channels into those actions that are direct and

indirect,. The present study did see some evidence of. this

classification when consideringthe responses made by each

superintendent to the auestionnaire. Rodriguez focuses upon

direct actions of superintendents that 'affect Communication

channels.1 A further classification can be made by referring

to March and Simon who broadly classify communication in 2:e-
5

lation to.procedural matters relating to substantive content.

Communications that are related to problem solving, problem

identification, and evaluative measures are included in the

category' relating to substantive content.2 Simon defines

cOmmunication as "any process whereby deciiional premise:'

are transmitted from one member of the organization to another."3

This definition was accepted and applied to the present study

in 'the fourth sub-hypothesis. Herman offers the proposition

that with the introduction of crisis, the total number,of

communication channels used for the collection and distribu-

tion of information will be reduced This proposition was

not supported in the present research* the statistical re-

lationshiu computed.

, 1Ibid p. 20. 98

*2March andSimon, p. 161.

3Rodriguez, p. 20.

4Herman, pp. .67769.



Rodriguez s-gg sts tat ,Luperinta.ndcz,ts generally

have great conrol over communication channels. Al&o,zt all

organization-wide authoritative communicaticns originate from

the superintendent's office or from authority units that are

subordinate to the' superintendent. Therefore, the use and

number. of. communication channels are at the superintendents

control. There are operational measures of superintendent

actions related to: (1) formal directives, (2) face-to-face

'exchanges with authority units, and (3) telephone conversa-,

tions with particular individuals in the organization. Some

channels that might be classified as ad hoc arespecial ners-
,

letters to members of the organization or sppcial news re-
.

leases to the media to communicate with both men: ber of the

organizeCion and the community.

The fifth sub-hypotresis stated that if the amount of

stress perceived by superintendents is low, the degree to

which they use other resources will be low. There was a

positive relationship between stress and the use of other

resources.
4

Rodriguez has suggested that the use of resources is

closely related to the power of the superintendent. First,

there are those resources which are connected to the position

and persist only in the context of the organization. He dif-

ferentiates'authority from power as "the legitimate rigly, to.

use power." Examples of power resources are7the allocation

of organizational resources, capacity to establih regulations

and issue directives, control of information through formal

. 'Rodriguez, P. 23. 99



communiCltion channels, major influenc..e in I:olicv formulation

and policy decision, direct access to all work groups in the

organization, access to information, and, traditional social-

Status of the position. The superintendent must be wary of

those resources which are available belonging to the status

of his position because during crisis there will be a ten-

dency on the mart of .opponents to disregard status.

The most influential resource ascribed to the posi-

tion of superintendent:s is to define alternatives to a given

situation. The superintendent must consider his actions in

the light of the resulting repercussions. Means of defin-

ing alternatives are through policies of theadministration,

administrative directives', newsletters, press releases and

discussions with heT.ds of authority units. The superinten-

dent who can use th &se means of defining alternatives will

not feel the stres4 as strongly when crisis occurs. Second,

the superintendentlhas personal resources which are trans-

ferable as the incYvidual changes his position from one ad-

ministrative post o another. The superintendent must bring

With him a variety of experiences that he has obtained pre-

viously. These experiences-will be very helpful in crises

and perhaps relieve stress from certain parts of the crisis.

,

Third, the superintendent has a sense of timing in the use

of resources and the capacity for decision. If the super-

ntendent's actions are at the-correct time, there will be

1 Ibid.
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less strez7s. ald greatel ccmmuni:,:at4en. This was evid,?nt in

response made tc all of the crisis.si-duations in the

Present study. Other resources that might be identified in-

clude: knowledge and use of problem solving models, skill

in .gathering and using information, skill in bargaining, in-

fluential friends in business and professional community,

expertise relating to educational and organizational matters,

and access to resource piopie outside the organization. Not

all Personal resources are listed nor is'it implied that any

'individual superintendent would possess all those listed.

In relation to the present study, superintendents in Rhode

island poSseSs resources in varying degrees, but all attempted

to use resources on a selective basis to increase' their power

during crisis. For example, in crisis situation A on the de-

cline in student population, superintendents varied on the

resources to be used and to the degrees that they should use

,resources in solving this crisis. However, they did feel

,that resources should be used `in the solving of crisis.

There seems to be some genetal feeling also that outside re-
,

sources should be chosen carefully and that the superinten-

dent should be wary of groups with special interests outside

the purposes of educational managen4ent. When such groups

offer their assistance, the superintendenti can be suspect

that they are at.the root of the very crisis that they want

to assist in solving.

The sixth hypothesis stated that if; the amount of un-

certainty perceived by superintendcmts is high, the degree to
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which they contract aathority will be high. A positive re-

lationship between stress' and autnority was found to be

statistically significant.

Rodriguez ound evidence that during crisis there

was a tendency fOr the superintendent to contract authority.

Also, he found that there appears to be an expectation held

among sutordir.ates for the superintendent to contract author-

ity during crisis and make decisions on critical crisis

related problems. Thdre was evidence in all three cases

studied by Rodriguez that to some extent this does occur.

Rodriguez suggest th subordinates reject-difficult deci-

sions because they believe critical decisions require that

-the superintendent make the decision consistent with the

strategy being empleyed.1

1n-relation to the, contraction of authority, Rodrj-

guez suggests that managers ask if contracting authority
.

during crisis is really beneficial. He believes that it

will restrict management effoi-ts rather than facilitate them.2

Therefore, in combination with .the results of the present

study, seems that superintendents who feel stress will

contract authority and thereby inhibit the management process

during crisis.

Although it seems logi al that authority should not

be Contracted during crisis, the present study indicates' that

superintendents who are uncertain j_11 contract authority.

-Ibid., p. 90. 102
-

2Ibid.



The trait of uncertainty seams to be more evident in the et.i.u-
,0,

cational adminisstratox than in other types of administrators.

Perhaps this was more evident in the present study because

of the uncertainty of the position of the superintendent

himself. He is usually on' a short-term contract, does not

have tenure, and is respontible to a school committee or

school board. His position at times,is,political and is
0

often determined by the winning of community support. There-

fore,- the authority response to crisis may be linked to the

cause for the superintendent's uncertainty and to an increase

in personal stress..

The seventh sub-hypothesis stated that when the amount

of seriousness perceived by superintendents is low, the de-

gree to which they feel personal stress will be low. 401 posi-

tive relationship between seriousness and stress was found to

be statistically significant in the present, study. It was

found that the more serious. a superintendent considered a

crisis, the more he felt stress.' Superintendents consider

certain values of high priority. It is these values that

create2stresi and are considered sericus.by superintendents.

Also\the more serious crisis situations take greater amounts

of time to solve and are often more complex. Superintendents

experiencing very serious crisis will feel less stress if

they have positive life attitudes and a sense of humor.

In summary, seriousness does create stress for the

superintendent. If he interprets the crisis as serious, he
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will focus more attention tc it, This* attention will involve

the use of all his personal :.rid professional reSources. nen

the ?spects of the crisis situation are under the superinten-

dent's control, some of the stress will be reduced. It is

possible that as soon as the Auperintendent feels less stress,

there will be less attention 'given to other aspects of the

crisis which seem less important. Some superintendents Fo

parently experience more stress because they classify more

crises as serious or because the setting in which,they find

themselves is more volatile.

Implications for Further Research

As was pointed out, this study was the firtt to test

the theoretical models of crisischaracteristics in educa-

tion and slAperintendent response. These theoretical models

,were based upon assumptions found in the literature andjre-

search that existed. The correlations that were made at-

tempted to show statistical relationships and_gime an ex,

perimental foundation to the literature and research.

Nevertheless, the investigator felt that previous studies

have left much space for fu'r'ther research. The implications

for further research which are presented in this section stem

largely from this general observation.

The implications for future research can be seen in

the limitations of the present study. There.were components

in the topic of crisis management with which the present study

could and did not deal. Examples of this are other influences
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on crisis management, suoerintcndent training, and adminis-

trators from various authyrity units. There were also

tai ions in the use of artificial crisis situations and in

the results of the study to the degree that findings apply

to similLir populations. These limitations provide future

studies an opportunity to build upon the present research.

This study focused on A descriptive approach to the

problem rather than on a manipulation of variable's. Since

the relationships between these variables and superintendents'

reactions are substantial, future studieS should seek to

manipulate some' or all of the variables in an experimental

mode, thus increasing the explanatory power of the research.

Subsequent research snould focus upon methods for

solving crisis. This should be a series of studies on each

type of crisis in education. These studies, might involve

various administrative personnel in crisis situations in the

educational setting. This is particularly important because

crises might be viewed differently at each administrative

level. However, it is expected that these crises will have

some of.the common characteristics identified in the present

study with superintendents i crisis management. It is ex-,

pected the responses to crisis by administtators at other

levels will also present similar responses to those of super-

intendents. Thus, it is possible to hypothesize that as

Superintendents show significant relationships between their

responbas to the characteristics of crisis, so also should

principals and other administrators.
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Rodriguez had oone the prT:iiminary work om the inves-
...,

tigation of crisis management education. Focus was placed

on superintendent actions and their consequences in the re-

duction of crisis. A deliberate,attempt was made in the

present research to compare chief executive officer of the

school organization to chief executive officer of industrial

Or military complexes. Many of the hypotheses formulated

did not hold in the public arena and were modified. Some

differences appear to stem from the authority and power base

'of the chief executive officer of the school district. If

the results of Rodriguez are. considered in the light fthe

present relationships involving the superintendent and te-
a

sponse to crisis, other hypotheses might be developed which

will hold in the public school arena.1

Further investigations should not hesitate to look

at the decisionmaking process more closely in crisis manage-

ment. Superintendent actions to regulate the decision-making

mechanism are pertinent to the management of crisis, There-

fore, research on the relationships' between restrictions on

the decision-making process, such as controlling the flow of

Information, and crisis management need to be undertaken.

For the superintendent to successfully regulate the decision-

making process in crisis situations, it requires actions

which account for a number of complex variables. These ac-

tions must be well planned. It would be important for further

1Ibid., p. 1. 106
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research to be done en other 1,.ossiole variables .2e1F.ted to

crisis. Also, the iilanning of action to be taken would be

the ultiniate goal of future research on crisis management.

'This could result in the development of a handbook for super-

intendents and other educational administrators.

There are other implications 'for further research

which could be v luable in terms,of establishing clearer

perspectives of c isis. Crisis needi to be redefined on the

basis of the rese rch and literature which is always becom-

ing availabie...: Comparisons need to be made of crisis in

other areas as opposed to the sample used in the present

study. Also, there might ape a series of studies-on selec
,

tion'procedtthes for potentia r aspiring school st(perin-
.

tendents.

Implications for Education

It was noted earlier that research in educationa

administration has been expanding to include some of the .

theories included in other forms of admration (like
in industry or business). This expansion will undoubtedly

have long-range positive effects on crisis management in

education and in the identification of responses made to

crisis by educational managers. It is clear, howeVdr, that

while there exists a substantial amount of research in re-

lated disciplines Which is applicable to education, the

translation process, at this point, is inadequate to affect

optimal utilization. in education.
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This particular situa-Lion is true of research on

crisis management. Despite th

needed on the variables of'cri is themselves,
4

. little lateral development by,educators in ksing what is

available in other 'fields or qidsis or in studying new

fact that more research is

here has been

cepts themSeive's..
\

It is unfortunate that, in an effort to focus clearl

on implications for educa Tonal practcce, a total concept for

management of crisis has n t been developed. Referencesto

other disciplines such as bu iness mAnagment ha:ire been moti-

vated by attempts to improve knowledge abo t the science of

administration. General or specific meth, dOlogies that

looked promising were borrowed:

specific problems.' This short

until recently an emphasis on

piecemeal-ye they applied
4 ,

-rahge necesskty has precluded,

model buildihg which would

serve as a skeletal framework on which additional "borrow-

ings" from other disciplines might be attached. Clearly, if'

educational practice is to attain longrange, positive improve-

ment, a Model of crisis:.management is needed. In ,the case of

this research,' there are specific findins which are impor-
e ,

tart to crisis management by superintendents. The basic

problem is to rela1te them to lrisis management Of other edu-
.

cational administrators.

An important implication of t is research\is that0

'adminiStrators must receive special training to meet the

demand of,their positions. This new, tr-a'ining must be scien-

tifically based, practical, and closely simulated kth on
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the job circumstanc. Thexe is a definite need for,new types

of training programs which would allow the educational ad

ministrator to experience the characteristics of crisis

which were described here as separate entities. Training

for educational administration should prepare the educator

to meet the demanding d'irpumstances of crisis, As a result

of the training, the superintendent could turn the seemingly

troublesome event into a beneficial situation..

Another implication of this research is that characT

teristics of ,c-2isis and administrator responbes c ow be
:)

used in actual crisis situations as they occur. Administra-

tors can rpfer to the present findings and respond to crisis'

in somewhat cf a less haphazard fashion. They might also

develop the initial steps' of this study into other areas in-,

volving,crisis that were beyond the scope of this research.

Then, comparisons could be made between the types of responses

superintendents made without knowing the findings of the

present study as compared to those types of respohsesbased,

upon these findings.
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APPENDIX A

gpEsTIoNs TO ASK PILOT TEST CROUP

1. DoeS the cover 2etter make you interested enough to
complete the questionnaire?

2. Can you suggest any ways to change the cover letter?

3. Should the cover letter say something about the author?

4. What suggestions.could make to improve the'directions
on the questionnaire?

5. Do the directions on the questionnaire seem unclear?

6. Would you suggest a different order for ,the questionnaire?
Which questions should come first?

7. Are there any questions that you feel should not be
asked or questions which should be deleted?

8'. What about the number of questions? Should there be
more or less questions?

9. WOuld you reword any questions? Which ones? HOW
could yotl do this?

10. Are there questions which you think should have been
included?

11. Are the choices in each question adequate? What changes
wouleyou'suggeet?

1

12'. Are any questions ambiguous?

13. Would you suggest that the personal questions be placed
at the beginningof the questionnaire rather than at
the end?

.

14. ' How long did it take'you to answer the questionnaire?

15. Should the-results of the study be promised to the
,participants?

16. Should there be more choices offered in the questions?
If yes, in which questions?

17. Should the questions have a place for participant com-
ment?

18. Do you, consider this situation a crisis? Why or why
not?
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APPENDIX B

t

e

60 Argyle Street
Cranston, Rhode island
January 27, 1975

Crisis management in education is becoming one of the
principle concerns of school administrators like yourself. ,I
am' presently conductinc, a study of crisis 'management in order
to begin accumulating

conducting
in this critical area., At

the completion,of this study, an abstract of the results and/conclusions will be provided to all respondents.
. \

I would like you to give me your candid and honest
,opinion based on the crisis uescription that is enclosed.
First, read the crisis description to get the full impact of
what has taken place. Second (this is important), please
place yourself in the crisis situation and assume that this
situation is really happening in your school system. Fin-
ally, answer the auestions enciosed based upon how you
would respond to the crisis.

As an enclosure with this letter and questionnaire,
you will find a return self-addressed and stamped envelope
for your convenience. If at all possible, please return
this questionnaire by February 10, 1975. Thank you for
your cooperation.

Enclosures

111

Very truly yours,

Richard L. George



APPENDIX B

. .

.

.DIRECTIONS: As you read, pleaSe place yourself in the
.

folloWing crisis as if it were really happen-
. ing to you.

Crisis Desa.Totion

An opening for the position off' secondary school,ad-

ministrator has occurred in your school ,system. There were

twenty pplicants that were screened by, a. committee made up

1 of an assistant superintendent,' a secondary principal, two

.teachers, two students, and one pa'rent. Three candidates

were selected as finalists by the screening committee.

Candidate No. 1 was a doctoral candidate with no administra-

tive experience: Candidate No., 2 was an experienced female

teacher and department head from within your system. She

had much graduate course work and experience at the secondary

level. Candidate No. 3 was black, had little graduate train-

ing, and taught"in your syStem.

You are given the names and resumes of all three

candidates. Since the position is a strategic one fortydur

school system, you call several references. With the infor-

mation you have, you realize that all three applicants can

.do the job. However, there is a need for more*minority ad-

ministrators in your school system; therefore, you,give can

didate no. 3 the position.

When Candidate no. 2 (the experienced, female teacher)

receives your letter thanking her for applying, she calls\the

teachers' union and the Civil Liberties Union claiming sex\
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N
and raCial discrimination in your de'oision. fi _formal griev-

ance Is filed, and Yfo,,,, are now asked to withdraw candidate

no. 3 by both the teachers' union and the Civil Liberties

- Union. You are now faced with a teachers' strike and a law

suit. On the other hand, candidate no. 3 has nOtifi d the

Afro-Educators Association in your system, and they have

organized a community action group to picket your office.

Black and white parents are now ,calling your office refusing

to send their children to school if the opposite racial can-
/

didate is ai)pointed to the position of secondary school ad-
_

ministrator. The media is now in your office requesting a

press conference: and the school committee has given you a

0 deadline tb have the position filled today.
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FORM C

DIRECTIONS: I ease respond by circling the number which
best corresponds tc your answer in the ques-
tions which fallow.

1. Given the circumstances of the above crisis, how would
you classify its seriousness?

/4'4#
II 2 3

i

2. How would your rate of contact within your school
system change as a result of the reaction of groups
that supported candidate no. 2 and candidate no. 3?

J o

/ _ _ _ ./ / 4
1 .2 3 4 5,

How would your rate Of
the

with community leaders
change as a result the deadline given by\Sthbol
'committee and th \reaction of opposing groups?

5

4. Would your rate of contact wit/ other administrators
outside your school/system ch7 ge given the above
circumstances?

it)

// /cf
1a 2
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In the above situation, your rate of communication with
black and white parents would:

''

1,
.

#tvr
Al-kie,"
c.-.

/C 51_ / -D _____/9 3 ' 4

How certain
ber 3?

would you be in

AN ft

2 3

your hiring candidate num-

46t.

J
5

7. eased on the circumstances in the above crisis, would
you expect a change in the degree of stress in your
administrative organization?

tP 64'

4 1, (/N.\% LAr,

2 3 4

8. Do you-feel personal stress in the above situation?

_,ccv
cTe

1 2. 3 4 5

-

To what extent
adniTnistrators

1 2

_./

would you contract authority'of lower
in the above situation?
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10. How does the tine 2.:Lraitatior :;:::posed bl the above situa-clt? on affect your decision?
c.,il ,,..., 1\\I ., i '\

*-- ) 4' ' t. 2 i\ ,\).`'

/ /3' 4-- ,ii %,,,` X,,.
.J

1 2 . 3 5
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DIRECTIONS: AS you read, o] ease I.icture yourself in the
followi.ng crisis as if it were really happen-
ing to you.

Crisis Description

A major curriblaum change has been made at Royal
.

High School which is located in a middle income district of

your city. It all began when four students, suggested to

their classroom teacher that his United States History class

was quite boring, The teacher found that other teachers

were getting similar comments about the history course. The

reasons for the criticism were: (0 the course placed too

much emphasis upon facts and dates, (2) the teachers did not

provide time for student participation in class, (3) the

course did not focus on social pi"oblems, (4) little community

activity was included in the course, and (5) the textbooks

used were out-dated and represented one point of'view,

The teacher asked the students to meet with him to

discuss the course in more detail. He found the meeting en-
,

lightening and considered their comments as very positive.

The group met several more times to plan a new course, which

formed the basis of a new approach to United States History.

This new approach was more socially based .around*controversial

issues. These issues involved such topics as crime, marriage,

population, and race. The speakers that were scheduled for

the first several weeks, included a drug addict, a Black Panther,

and a homosexual couple. AlSo, the teacher had a set of ob-

jectives to meaSure student performance- Although students
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had managed to enlist some pcivate funding for some new mate-

rials, there were still those old textbooks.

'The course became so popular that the teacher was ap-

proached by his. department head and asked to present.it to

the principal. The prib.cipal supported the new course. At

this point, you were told about the course at your weekly

cabinet meeting. It' seemed sound, and yffou were very much en-

couraged by the initiative of the students and the teacher

involved. However, there was a gathering of forces by sev-

eral community groups against the new approach because of

its concept of using the community as a classroom. These

citizens felt that they pay taxes for students to learn in\

school buildigs and that the speakers scheduled were not a

jpropriate. 'TherefOre, they organized a picket line for the

~school committee meeting whidh you attende'd last night.

The citizens have now called parents and distributed a peti-

tion to remove you frCm office. This was brought to your

attention by the mayor..
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FORM P.

DIRECTIONS:- Please respond by circling the number which
best corrsDondq to your answer in the ques-
tions which follow.

I .

1. Given the circumstances of the above crisis, how would
you classify its seriousness?

ti ta
,' \\ x)' ,

/gti/ PI (.' / /\
/ 11

1 2 3 4 5

2. How would your rate of contact with the principal and
department heads within your school syStem change as
a result of the crisis that You face over the new
curriculum?

4:it
C

,!.., J''
scs,t

/i9 / ____/c; IL______1 /.9 /
1 2 , 3 , 4 5

. )

How would your rate of contact with community lead rs
change in as a result; of the crisis that you face ver
the new curriculum?

/'S'', 1 /et, / -R
1 2 3 14. 5 .

4. Would your rate of contact with other administrators (
outside your school system Change giveh the aboe
circumstances?

4e('

/ 4v
2 3 5
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J

1 8

In the above situation, your rate of communication with.
parents would:,-

1 2

Aftet hearing from
in regards -co your
new curriculum?

5

the mayor, hOw certain would you .be
original positive feelings about the

NN
N N;\

Ot. -2 /
2 3 4 5

Based on the circumstances in the
you expecti)a change- in the degree
administrative, organization?

ki,11

41:2`\c3"

/ ______/ /e/k5
1 2 3

above crisis, would
of stress in your

s.5

5

Do you feel personal stress in the above situation?

"
1 2 3 5

S.

As a result of this crisis involving the new course,
would you contract the authority of lower administra-
tor's -in establishing other courses or curriculum.
changes?

1 . 2 3
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1.0, How does the in limitation. imposed .b the above
situation affect your decision?

. tk\ 0 As
'\.11

\I
1 2 3 _/

5

t

a

t



DIRECT_ M: As you read, please picture yourself,in the fol-
lowing crisis as if it were really happening to
you.

Crisis Desc . ion

Student population has been on a declineas a result

of a reduction in the birth.- -rate and out-migration of fami-

lies from your school district. ThiS\was quite evident from

thy- census which was taken this year. In the census, births

were down by ten.Dercent in the area served by your school

a
system, and migration oubf your area ,was up eight percent:.

The schools in your system are pre ominantly,Old and need

much repair. They have felt the burden of over population

--and minimal funding in past years.

)

The mayoi', who appoints a six embe school committee,

is approaching an election year and is laokin for ways to

avoid a tax increase. To achieve this, the mayor b- eves
,

that a cut in the educational budget may be a goodplace to

reduce spending. Therefore, the mayor has inatructed'the

school committee to investigate reducing the School budget

by at'least fifteen percent tin ,the basis of the reduction in

student population. The school committee informs Sou of the

mayor's instructions. The committee suggests that it might

be possible for you to cut teachers and some administrators

because- they feel that this would correspond with the smaller

population that the schools now had to serve. The chairpan

\of the school committee appoints a sub-committee to review

the census figures. Also:he requests the facts and figures
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from your present budget and projections for the next fime

years. In addition, the school committee would like to know

more about reducing school budgets to parallel. population

changes; therefore, they have asked you to write,a position

paper on the subject. the school committee will have the

budget: on the agenda for their next meeting in two-weeks.

During he two week period, a community group and

professional crganizationS representing teachers arise ins

opposition to a plan tb reduce the school budget. They feel

that the budget should remain the same with no rechiction in

staff to provide greater` individualization of instruction.

and-to improve thephysical conditionS o± the schools':
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FORM A

DIRECTIONS: Pledse'respond Circling the number which
best corresponds to your answer in the ques-
tions which follow.

1. Given the circumstances of the above crisis, how would
you classify its seriousness?

-\
t,

/ e
-/.

/ . _,/ 5 ____,/ ____//
1 2 3 4 5

2.: How would you_ rate of contact with administrators
-within your s nool system change as a result of the
'retuest made by the school 'committee and the reac-
tion of the opposing. groups?

'1 A& . , v
& .41

2______/ - / 4` er
2 3 5

. ,
.

3. How would your rate of contact. with community leaders
change as a result of-the request ade by the school
committee and the reaction.of opposing groups?

4P . h5.41/1
Cr

/ '' ' / / c' q /4 /
1 2 3, 5

4. Would your rate of contact with other administrators
outside your school system change given the above
circumstances?

8,0
(,c,`

c')1/4 / °
1 2 3 4 5
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5. In the above situation, your rate of communication with
parents would:

N

/
3 5

6. How certain wo.pld you be in your response to the school.
committee about reducing the budget to parallel popu-
lation 'changes?

7

2 3
/ I
5

Based on the circumstances in the above crisis, would
you expect a change in the degree of stress in your
administrative- organization?

4°
et.

2 3 4 5

8: Do you feel personal-stress in the above situation?

k;1 C -2.* t 6
si ________/ /G° / / a

1 2 3 4 5

9. To what extent would you contract authority of lower
administrators change-if a reduction shoiad take

Jplace?

tOc_N4\ .s

/q / v /1 3 5
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10-. How does the time limitation of two weeks imposed by
the above situation. affect your, decision?

v ,,, 1,,,',,k4 ,-.!.. $ kk"\ ..7 05. ' k'. e \\N A\/ '''. \i{ . / : f'\ V- i'i 7\ ,, Y.0

Q

2, -3
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DIRECTIONS: As you read, _,:'s feast picture yourself ii The, fol-
lowing crisis as if it were really happening to
you.

Crisis Description

Your agenda for the day is quite full. There are

several applicants for an administratiVe post scheduled for

interviews with you in the morning. At 1 Dal., a weekly meet-

ing with'administrators in your cabinet. will be held; and at

2:30 p.m., you are scheduled to speak at the local teachers'

college. Also, there is a school committee meeting at 7 p.m.

for which you must prepare. In addition to these scheduled

appointments, there are those daily papers to sign and thb

other responsibilities of tie superintendent to fill in any

spare time.

At 11:30 a.m., in addition to this full agenda, a

student disturbance breaks out without warning. The distur-

bance began when two female students of different races had

an argument about a boy friend. Although no physical violence

occurred, the exchange of threats were of such high intensity,

that other students began topa-ssrumors about what might

happen. Rumors spread to the entire school an polarization

between groups of black and white student6 bega. to take place.

During the lunch periods, the disturbance started in the school

cafeteria when one group of students made verbal threats on

another student. Chairs were thrown and fightin started.

Several of these high school students were hurt, and many
J

were terribly frightened.
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The police were called, and they arrested two students

for carrying weapons, two others for insighting a riot, and

give students for assaulting other students. The principal

notified you about the disturbance by phone about- ten minutes

after the police arrived. Then, vthe phone calls from the

school committee and parents began to p ur into your offiCe.

The teachers' union Sent members of its executive board to

your office concerned with teacher and student safety. Other

principals report some minor diSturbances,that usually, do

not occur in their schools and seem to be related to the

student revolt. Time is at a minimum, and the occurrences

thus far demand action.



FORM

DIRECTIONS: Please respond by circling the number which
best corresponds to your answer in the ques-
tions which follow.

1. Give the,circumstances of the above crisis, how would
you lassify its seriousness?

J-S

'e I+ 0
7 ;/± / > 66

_q___'-41

s
_fi

1 2 3 4 5

2. How would your rate of contact with administrators
within your school system change as a reSult of the
above circumstances?

-4v
()

rg-e 0 (,
iY:C ,I. cC`

/3, /e,-._____:____Ji
1 2 -3

J. Hpw would your rate of contact with community leaders
change as a reb*ult of the above circuffistances?

4°,ts4
ik

At
1 2 3 5

4 Would.your rate of contact with other ,adm1nistrators
outside your school system change given the above
circumstances?'

.4P4et
_24r /f

3 4. 5
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6.

In the above situation, your rate of communication with
parents would:

-1 2
/N)" _I
5

How certain would you be in making a decision about
the above crisis situation?

/ \)1

7. Based on the circumstances in the
you expect a change in the degree
administrative organization?

kl)

,

--

(1/4 c.

kin/ c,$) ° _1 /q______J
1 2 3 4

above crisis, would
of stress in your

4)(4 ,

5

8. Do you feel personal stress in the above situation?

(4, :,"/ 4/, ' v

/ e
/(;) / \I

1 2 3 4 5

9. To What extent would you contract authority of lower
administrators change when you experience this student
disturbance?

/%
1 2 3 4 5.
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10. How would a time limitation of one day imposed by the
school committee, in the above situation affect ,your
decision?

\s=

/(
1

ti

A$ 4S
3 4 .5
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ABSTRACT
t

P

As a means of, identifying crisis in educational ad-
.

ministration and assessing the recpcn e of administrators to

crisis, a study was doslznad to measzure-the,degree that super-

intendents would respond to the characteristics of Crisis..

The sample for the study was.all superintendents

'in Rhode Island public schools. The research design in-

volved: (i) the development of a questionnaire, (2) p.-n.ct-
,

testing questionnaie. (3) adminiStering questionnaire, .and

(4) correlational analysis-on the data.

(1The reeiearch was directed to the hypothesis that

,there are signif3cant reia..:onsnipstetween characteristic&
.

oftorisis and administrator response. This hypothesis 5.,s

irriestigated,;through the following seven sub-hypotheses:

(1) There is an inverse relationship b'tween

=,

the amount of time perceived by superinten-

dents to solve the crisis and the degree

to which they would contract authority.

(2) There is 'a direct relationship between the

amount of stress perceived by superinten-

dents and- the degree to which they use

other resources.
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( 0) There is a dIrec': relationshiP cetween the

aulount of pacertiintylperceived by superin-
/

4-Aents and, '1,e degrees to which stress isti:e

(4) There is 'a direct relationship between the

amount of time perceived by superintendents

and the degree that they communicate. `

(5) There is a direct relationship i)etween:the

amount of stress perceived by superintendents.

and the d ree that they contract authority.

(6) There is a,dhsect relationship'between the

amount of uncertainty perceived by super-

intendents and the degree to which they c n-,

tract authority.

(7) There is a direct relationship between,the

:amount of seriousness perceived by super-

.intendents and the degree of stress that

they expetienCe.

J

Pearson product -mdmentcorrelations were calculated far.each

set of responses. Sinbe six of the seven sub- hypotheses
"

were supported by the.data at the, .95 level or better,f'the

major hypOthesis was ac-cepted as being supported by the in-

vestigation.
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